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THESE DOCUMENTS ARE FILMED 
EXACTLY AS THEY WERE RECEIVED. IN 
S0J\ffi CASES, PAGES MAY BE DIFFICULT 
TO READ. SOME PAGES APPEAR TO HA VE 
OVERLAPPING DOCUMENTS. BUT THEY 
WERE PHOTOCOPIED IN TIDS MANNER. 
SANDRA JV..ASON 
DIRECTOR OF RECORDS MANAGEMENT 
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Student bikes to raise 
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Bastin' 
with Carr 
Simple barbecue becomes 
'large scale tradition 
qmong SIUC employees 
RHONDA SCIARRA 
DAILY EGYPTIAN RHORTER 
When Ken Carr worked as the supervisor of medical records at Health Services in 1982. he 
would joke with his co-workers about going 
home and barbecuing for his own family -
until they demanded that he cook for them. 
On the last school day of the spring semes-
ter, he brought a small.Webber grill to work 
and cooked for a group of 10. 
Seventeen years later, Carr- now coordi-
nator of marketing for Studem Health 
Programs - still cooks for his co-workers. 
Only now the small. Webber mil has turned 
into a 12-foot wide barbecuing-machine cook-· 
ing food for more than 100 people. 
··1 cndl'<l up finally cooking that one year," 
he said. '"After that year it just caught nn."" 
~~ 
Southern. Illinois University at Carbondale 
Opportunity: 





Festival to showcase 
artists on the boardwalk 
this weekend. 
page 6 
single copy free 
Carr and Joe Bastin, a retired plumbing 
foreman for SIUC Housing, woke up at 4 a.m. 
Thursday to begin ·preparing the 48 chickens 
and 32 slabs of ribs for the annual feast for all 
the student workers and staff of Health 
Services. SIUC Chancellor Jo Ann 
Argersingt:r, Vice ChanceJlor Harvey Welch 
and Ht:alth Service retirees also were invited. 
. Tm ScHURTEII/Daily Eg)l>tian 
Ken Corr dishes up some grilled chicken for consumption by lhe Health Services slaff. Along with fellow chef Joe Bastin, a retired plumbing 
loreman for University Housing, Carr grilled 48 chickens and 32 slobs of ribs For the annual feast. 
Armed with tongs and their own special 
barbecue sauce, the duo spent the morning 
making sure the meat wa~ just right. 
Joanna Marxmann, a senior in social work 
from Effingham and a student worker, helped 
set up tables and cut fruit for a fruit salad 
while sarnring the smells lingering from the 
grill. 
welcomed change from her daily work rou-
tine at Health Services. 
"It beats sitting in the office stuffing 
envelopes," she said. ""I'd like to do this 
every day." 
act with other Health Services employees 
who work on Greek Row. 
"It is nice to have periodic contact other 
than over the phone with other employees," 
"'It is a celebration of the end of the year 
where people in all of the progr:uns can 
come together," Buck said. "They all work 
very hard." 
Rid; Lamb, a dentist at SlUC Dental 
Services, said the meal allows him and other 
employees who work in the College of 
Applied Sciences and Arts Building to inter-
he said. · 
Tell)' Buck, director of Health Programs, 
said he looks forward to this event every 
year as a culmination of a year of dedication 
:md hard work. 
Carr said he enjoys preparing food every 
year because he likes to see everyone 
"I can't wait to eat," she said. 
Marxmann said the outsid:: meal was a 
Hoverally reloq1ted to 
Du Quoin fairgrounds 
SARA BEAN 
Poum::s EDITOR 
The SlUC Department of Technology Hovernlly has 
moved its location because of Mother·s Day weekend 
crowds at Rend Lake. 
The Hovcrally is now set for Saturday at the Du 
Quoin State Fairgmunds on lake No. 2. on the north side 
of the grounds. 
111e Ho\'erally features SIUC students" and area high 
schClUI student~· custom-built Hovercrafts. 
Gary Butson, the event organizer and chair of the 
SIUC Department of Technology. said the event was 
moved a week ago to Du Quoin because there were no 
more available areas at Rend Lake lo reserve for the area 
The rally begins with a safety check at IO a.m .• and 
the rac.:s begin at noon, Admission to the event is free. 
But,on said the last-minute change was beyond the 
control of the event organizers. but he believes the new 
Io.:ation will work well. 
··we are happy 10 be out at the fairgrounds." Butson 
said. "They have been very accommodating and we hope 
we have found a permanent location for the rally." 
. :-.... ;• .~.,. ,. ~., ' , 
SEE BBQ, PAGE 13 
COLA dean position filled 
Engineering and Ag colleges still on the lookout 
KEUY E. HERTLEIN 
AND KAREN BLATTER 
DAILY EGYf'TJAN REPORTIRS 
After ~=hing for deans in numer-
ous colleges at sf UC. nnc position has 
been filled, another search is close to 
completion and the. third search ha, 
been productive. 
The College of Liberal Arts named 
Shirley Clay Scott a~ the new <lean after 
the position has bt.-cn open for more 
than two yt:arS. 
The top three finalis:s 0111 of five 
candidates will be interviewed this 
month for the College of Engineering 
dean. 
Since no one has been found to fill 
the dean position for the College of 
Ai,'liculture, Dean Jim McGuire ha~ 
postponed his retirement. 
Liberal Arts 
Shirley Clay Scott, dean of the 
Graduate College at Western Michigan 
~Dean 
T Searches 
Univcrsitv. will r,ecmne the new dean 
for COLA Julv I. 
The position has been open for the 
past two years. 
Marjorie Morgan. chairperson of the 
COLA dean search commiuee, said 
Scutt received unanimous support from 
all of the major constituents of COLA. 
Scott will be ·visiting Carbondale 
today and tomorrow. She will be meet-
ing with Robert Jensen. acting dean for 
COLA, and said she is looking forward 
to being dean. 
"I am impressed by the academic 
quality of the staff and I see strong 
potential for excellence in the college," 
Scott said. "I am pleased and eager to 
work with the faculty, staff and :Stu-
dents." 
Morgan said the committee picked 
Scott for five main reasons: her reputa-
tion for boosting morale and building 
consensus; her outstanding interperson-
al skills; she recognizes the importance 
of building bridges within COLA, 
between COLA and other colleges and 
between COLA and the rest of the com-
munity; she has a streng commitment 10 
teaching and research and she is a 
spokesperson for the liberal and fine 
ans. 
Scott said she will be bringing a 
strong commitment to academic excel-
lence and to liberal arts in the dean's 
position. 
She said she is looking forward to . 
becoming a part of SIUC. 
Engineering 
The College of Engineering had 
named the top three people who will be 
interviewed out of five finalists for the 
open dean position. 
SEE DEANS, PAGE 13 
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• Shema dark-Bey, 18, of Carhonclafe was arrest-
ed and charged wilh dcrnesSc ba11ery al 11 :40 p.m. 
Wednesday in relaSori lo an incident !hot OCCIIITOO al 
Noe Smiil, Wednesday night. dork-Boy was taken 
la Jacloon County Jail la await on appeamnce 
before a judll". The vic6m did not require medical 
attention, police said. 
• Daniel Bued,senschuetz, 26, of Carbondale was 
• arresled and charged will, driving under the inRuence 
of alcohol at 2:23 a.m. Thunday after Universil)' 
police noticed him driving excessively slaw and faiJ. 
~ea':JseO: tum ~i1:-:=r:se~nd~ss100 
bond. 1-'.e is ':J:/:,r,;i lo appear in court May 26. 
• A 25:Yoor-okl SIUC student reported his bicycle 
was stol\lll from a bike rack noor the 
CarmunicaSons Building around 2:38 a.m. 
Thunday. University police said the bike was wcr1h 





• Spanish lablo meeSng, every 
Fri., 4 lo 6 p.m., Cale Melange, 
453-5425. 
• French dub meeting 1a allow 
students lo practice their French, 
every Fri., 4:30 lo 6:3'> p.m., 
Booby's, Gilles 453-5415. 
• College RepubrlCOlls last 
meeting, 5 p.m., lllioois Room, 
Cary 351-7267. 
• Japanese K>ble inbmal con• 
venoSon in English and 
Japanese, every Fri., 6 'O 8 
p.m., Melange Cafe, Shinsuke 
453-3417. 
• Seventh Doy Adven6st 
Student Association prophecy 
seminar, every Fri., 7 la 8:30 
p.m., Tray Room Student Center, 
Laura 549-7188. 
• lnterVarsity Ch.ristian 
Fellowship year end i,crty, 7 
p.m., Agriculture Building 209, 
Patrick 549-4284. 
UPCOMING 
• Book Sole, Mcy a. 8:30 o.m. 
la 2 p.m., Carbondale Public 
Library, rain date May 9, 1 lo 5 
p.m., 457-0354. 
• National Cancer Sumvcn 
Doy needs -.dunteers and inter-
· ested pames, must reply by 
May a, Rebeca, 529-4267. 
• Soluki Volunteer Corps needs 
assistance will, the inbmaSon 
table, parking and other adivi· 
6es for the Makanda F~t, May 
8 and 9, 11 o.m. lo 4 p.m., 
Touch of Nature, Anita 
457-8508. 
NEWS 
Cikrd..r1trmJr.-.tl1nt 11 t-<r~• ruH1(',1t1o-c,,!.,.,.t-..·l,~dwrvmL 1hr1tffl1m!J'( 1n,,.l~c11nr,J.nr, 
rLU', .-tm•-'" .anJ "'t'\'U," ,,( thr ""'ffl1 ~ the- n..:i._ an.J rl)lll"\C ii ,M ~'" •ul,n1ru~ thr 
nrm. hnr.J.._,IJ~dtll"rtrJtrJC•"'M"!#\l(":\U,wn..uL.!~Jlr,.,m12•7.A!lulm.h,nr.n,>t..1 
.wrrc• t., -.1.t,t,~wu·.-m. N.,olc-n.J,.r ink•nn.111-in will}'(' ulrn cwntlwr f'hoot. Almanac 
May 9, noon la 4:30 p.m., 
John A Logan College libr.:iry, 
Betty457·6043. 
• Soldd ¥.;.'vnleer Corps needs 
dunteers 1a pamcipato in ac:tiv-
iSes and ossi•1 with aawd con· 
tral and decoraSoni for the 
Carbondale High Sd,ooJ Aller 
Prom, May 8, 12 la 4 a.m., 
Gvic Center, Mr. Nickel 
457-3371 ext. 249. 
• McLeod Summer Playhouse 
will be holding audiSons, May 
8, 2 p.m., Mdrod Theater. 
lcol<ing for ycung girls 12· 14 to 
play tlie role of Agnes in lhis 
summer's produc:lion of Mret 
Me in S. Louis, prepare a song 
lo sing, Tom 453-5825. 
• Caribbean Students . 
Association end al sanes1er Jlic-
nic, May a. 3 p.m., Baal Dack 
Co!Tf)US lake, Chandra 
549-6429. 
• Exlended Fcmj; A Christian 
Singles Group .edion of the 
crass at Bold Knob, May 8, 4 
p.m. and a picnic ot 6 p.m., 
351-1615. 
• Voices al Inspiration annual 
spring concert, May a, 6 p.m., 
McCloud theater, $5 d the 
door, Michael 549-3115. 
• Friends of Troditionol Music: 
and Dance Old lime Contra 
Dance, May a, 7:30 ta 10:30 
p.m., SIUC Touch of Nature 
Camp II, $4 admission, Jo,, 
457-2166. 
• Newmon Catholic: Stude~t 
. Center mass for all students 
regardless of religious offilia-
tion, every Sun., 11 o.m. and 9 
p.m., Newmon Center, John 
529-3311. 
ll,e WWW on Netscope, May 
11, 2 la 3 p.m., Morris Library · 
103D, l11noduction la construct-
ing Weh pages, 5 la 7 p.m.; · 
Mems libra,y 103D, 
453-2818. 
• SPC Camec!y ma.ling, e¥ef'/ 
Moo., 5 la 6 p.m., Mvily 
Room B, Carla 536·3393. 
• SPC·lV general intetasling 
meeting, e,ery I,~ •• 6 p.m., 
Student Center Video lounge, 
Jeremy 536-3393. 
~ Ouldoor Adventunt dub 
=:~~s,;;l!i: 
Center, Chris 536-7848. 
• Ballroom Dance dub meet-
ing, e,ery Moo. night, 71a 9 
p.m., Davies G,m ieccrd Dao,; 
students $1 0 and non-students 
$15, Amy 351-9,:60 
• USAF CAP meeting, May 19, 
7 p.m.; Marion Airport, 
WatffWJ0686'.6838. 
• Baptist Student Ministries ·1ree 
lundi for inlemationol students, · 
e,ery Tues., 11 :30 a.m. la 1 
p.m., Baptist Student Center, 
ludy.457-2898.-. 
• SPC Concerts_ meetill(l, every 
Tues., 4:30 p.m., Activity Room 
B, Brion 536-~93. 
• Pre law Association meeting, 
every Tues., 5 p.m., Student 
Center Mad-inow Room. 
• IJ'brary Alfoirs Power Paint, 
Mat 12, 10 lo 11 o.m., Marris 
library 103D, Weber 
OvervieN, ~ 13, 10 la 11 
a.m., Manis Li rary Room 15, 
Intermediate Weh pogo con-
slrudion, May 14, 2 ta 4 p.m., 
Manis Library 1030, 
453-2_818. , .. 
Tm5 WEEI{ IN 1 972: 
• The 27-loot-long ceramic wall sculpture !hot slonds 
in the south entrance of lhe Student Center was pur-
chased lhis year for $8,0C?. The on'isl, Ms. Dina . · 
Yellen, remo..ked !hot her WO<k hod •nc deep philo-
sophical meaning. It just simply means what you 
want it la mean.• Anail,er outstanding sculpture pur-
chased fo, SB,000 was 11,e blue-neon aluminum mir-
rornd carousal 11,at is located on the second llcor of 
ll,e Student Center outside of 1M ..lumni office. This 
sculhJre, made l,y Gt;y Hughes, was slated as being 
•a comment on 1"e current state of science and tedi· 
nologf, wiih Iha emphasis being placsd on 11,o need 
• for mare inlannation.~ 
• Crazy Horse Billords was clfering two hot dogs 
· · and a forge Cake for 39 cents. 
' . ~ Jeth~ 'run was schedul~ la play the Arma; tidets 
_.,,53.50, 
• • Movies playing in Carbondale_.,, Arc-f Warhol's 
·. · "Tmsh• oncl Francis Ford Coppola's "lhe Godlcther.• 
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536-3321 y Student Center· 
•··•,'1 
University Bookstore has 
alwavs· been about convenience. -
We're centrally localed in the Student Center - a place many 
people visit daily. We introduced buying textbooks by mcil so 
you didn't have lo shop for them ... Once again, University 
Bookstore is introducing a new se_rvice lo make your life even 
easier ... we can't tell you what it is just yet - but it's a big one 
and w':!'ve been working on ii for awhile.-
Experience the ultimate in convenience brought 
to you by University Bookstore. 
Ya~_'le. gonna loue this! 
NEWS DUL\' EG\'PTI:\N 
Tto So1um-,'Daily E~')-ptian 
INSIDE VIEW: Former Goven,or Jim Edgar visited Mike Lawrence's public affairs reporting class Thursday morning to gi~e 
students a look at public' affairs reportin!J Fram the other side. Edgar also visited an American government doss in the afternoon. 
Student organization changes title 
RENAMED: Once Gays 
Lesbians Bisexuals and 
Friends, group nbw _ _salled 
Saluki Rainbow Network. 
April 21, GLDF announced the cre-
ation of their new name, Saluki 
Rainbow Network. 
According to 
Keni:lra · Sweezey;' 
co-director of for- i'4W@N?J 
mer GLBF, now 
SRN, the group had 
lxen thinking about 
the change for 
DANA DUBRIWNY 
SruoENT AFFAIRS EDITOR 
- SIUC . Registered Student years. 
Organization Gays, Lesbians, ''The issue .of 
Bisexuals and Friends, once called transgender has 
. Gay and Lesbian People's Union, has come up many 
said goodbye to its name and hello to times," Sweezey 
a new classification - all to include · said. "We toyed 
tho~e within the transgender commu- with the idea of 
• For 
informafion, 







nity. · GLBTF, .but that was such a long 
Prior to a speech given by keynote term, and we wanted to have a short 
transgender speaker Debra Davis name that included everyone." 
Although the name chang-: could 
lead to a lack of recognition, Sweezey 
said it would provide the group an 
opportunity to come out to the public. 
· "We are worried Iha: riew students 
won't realize that this is the GLB1F 
group," she said. "But we are just 
going to have to publicizemore, and 
people will just have to get used to 
it." 
Sweezey said the necessary steps 
in changing the group name was 
iedious but imperative for the pro-
gression of the coalition . 
"It's going to take a lot of work, 
but it was something that was "defi-
nite!y needed for our organization 
and to realize how important it is , .l 
include transgender in our missim,," 
Sweezey said. · 
Gus Bode 
Gus says: The 
Soluki Rainbow 
Network? Whet 
lime do the 
teletubbies come 
on? 
SIUC top Illinois public school with defaulted loans 
FRANK KLIMAS 
DAILY EGYPTIAN REl'ORTER 
· Students who are leaving 
school this semester ;nay be eligi-
ble to join a select grouo of for-
mer SIUC students who rank No. 
I in the state - the students who 
have defaulted on their student 
loans. 
TI1e 379 defaulted loans give 
SlUC the distinction of having 
the greatest number of defaulted 
student loans ·of any public 
school in Illinois, according to 
statistics from the Education 
Department. 
According to statistics from 
the 1996 fiscal year, which is the 
rr.ost current data available, both 
the Carbondale and Edwardsville 
i campu~cs rank high among loan 
defaulters. The number of loans 
defaulted at SIUC increased from 
1994 through 1996. 
The 379 defaulters represent 8 
percent of the 4,760 former stu• 
dents repaying loans. SIUC ranks 
third and SlUE rank.~ fourth in 
percent of student loan defaults of 
the 12 Illinois four-year public 
schools. Chicago State and 
Governor's State universities 
rank first and second, respective-
ly, but that percent.age represents 
far fewer defaulted loans because 
they have fewer loans in repay-
ment. 
Comparing :SIUC to the, 
University of Illinois at Chicago, 
which has comparable enroll-
ment and tuition, shows a dramat-
ic difference. Only 5.5 percent, or 
209 of 3,811, of UIC people pay-
ing back loans have defaulted. 
Across the state, the worst 
offenders are two-year colleges, 
but the worst are in Southern 
Illinois. 
John A. Logan College has the 
5eco·nd highest amount and the 
third greatest percentage of 
defaulted student loans of the 50 
state !wo-year colleges with 19.9 
percent, or 108 in default of 543 
loans in repayment. The highest 
perc.:nt.age of defaulted student 
loans of all !chools in the st.ate is 
Shawnee Community College in 
Ullin at 20.5 percent, or 54 of263 
loans. 
Gradu~tes are not the only for-
mer students who can default on 
lcians. Any student not returning 
to school ir. the fall or who falls 
SEE LOANS, PAGE 13 
SIUC student named president of Illinois College Democrats 
REPRESENT.AflVE: Illinois Urbana-Champaign. 
Marco Orozco eager to 
represent Southern Illin~is 
University with new role. 
JAy SCHWAB 
Orozco defeated a student from 
Bradley University at the April con-
ference to gain the position, and he 
said he is thrilled to represent SIUC 
as the leader of the statewide College 
Democrat charge. 
"It makes me very proud to repre-
sent my school and to show that 
Southern Illinois is involved in what's 
going on statewide," Orozco said. 
"I kr.O\'✓ what's going on locally, I 
Jc,iow wh-,t's going on in Jackson 
County," Orozco said. "[As ICD 
president], you need to know what's 
going on in other parts of the st.a_te." 
The ICD is the statewide branch of 
the College Democrats of America, 
. and it includes representatives· from 
most of the state's larger universities. 
Orozco and other officials were elect-
ed by delegations from the various 
r2MM\•W¥M 
• lhe SIUC College 
Democrats are 
planning a trip lo 
Wamingtor, D.C., far 
the annual Nafianal 
College Dcmocrots of 
America Conven~on 
Julv 14· 18. For more 




DAILY EGYPTIAN REl'ORTER 
Marco Orozco became the first 
SIUC student to be' elected president 
of the Illino!s College Democrats ata · 
recent comention at the University of 
He added his role with the ICD 
will ·challenge ·him 'to ·expand his 
political horizons. ~EE DEMOCRATS, PAGE 13 
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Southern IHinois 
CARBONDALE 
Essay contest tackles 
issues of school violence 
Carbondale juniur high and high 
school students are invited to submit 
essays about "Str:1tegir.s for the 
Prevention of V:oi.:nce in our Schools" 
as part of a co!ltest sponsored by 1he • 
Carbondale Teen Center. 
Essays s1'ould be a minimum of one 
page. The first-place winners will 
receive a luncheon with local civic lead-
ers and a ticket to Six Flal!s in St. Louis. 
Second-place winners will receive a one-
year membership at the Carbondale Teen 
· Cehte·r: · · · · · 
Essays must be submitted by May 26 
to: Carbondale Teen Center Essay 
Contest, IOI S. Wall St. 
For funher information, call Eliza 
Vila at 457-5332. 
-Ja~mi I'nlimki 
Nation 
COLLEGE PARK. MD. 
Maryland students write 
off old student union 
It's not too often that students and 
faculty get together to spray paint and 
write all over the walls of university 
buildings. 
But that's what happened recently 
when folks from all over the University 
of Maryland campus decided to send the 
school's old student union out with 
style. Less Jhan five minutes after union 
director Jim Osteen wrapped up his 
opening remarks, the building was cov-
ered in graffiti art, murals and political 
statements. The old union is going to be 
razed and replaced with a new one. 
MONTGOMERY. ALA. 
Auburn campus rubbed of 
its student newspaper 
Someone didn't want anyone to read 
what promised to be controversial student 
news at Auburn University's 
Montgomery campus last week. 
Joseph Patton, editor and publisher of 
the student newspaper, the Aumnibus," 
wa3 taking outdoors taking a smoke when 
he noticed that a stand where he'd just put 
a bundle of newspapers was empty. 100 
copies gone in less than seven hours. 
Patton moved on to the next stand. and 
then another, only,to fin::! that every copy 
of the Aumnibus was missing. 
Patton promptly filed a campus police 
report, telling officers that he suspected 
the theft occurred in retaliation for the 
previous week's paper. which included a 
front-page story titled "The Dumbing of 
AUM, Part II: Who Done It?" and 
focused on recent changes to the univer-
sity's core curriculum. Inside the paper 
was a cartoon crit:cizing on:: of the cam-
pus' Greek organizations. 
Despite his suspicions, Patton said the 
paper had "no solid proof that, for what-
everreason the papers disappeared, it was 
a direct result of any specific content of 
this or any previous issues." 
The paper's advisor, Dr. Jerry Morgan 
Medley, said readers' anger may indeed 
have prompted the theft - which, like it or 
not, says something about some students 
wall-.ing around the Montgomery cam-
pus. 
"It is an indication of a lack of toler-
ance a.::! acceptance of others' ideas." 
Medley said. "I think it is a sad state of 
affairs when a group of people can't be 
reponed on by the press without resorting 
to hooligan-like activities. It js not our 
newspaper, but the newspaper of the stu-
dent body." 
Patton said he"s bound and determined 
not to let the loss affect the hard work and 
effcrt staff members put into publishing 
the Aumnibus. He grinned and said to the 
unknown paper-snatchers, "You can't get 
rid of us!" 
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Does SIUC's lobbyir.g finn 
understand the Univei-sity? 
Dear Editor, 
In respon.se to your Thursday editorial, 
••Le.J\'~ SIU"s lobb}ing to the professional," I 
would like to clear up a miscommunicalion. 
Neither I, nor any faculty I know, has e-;cr 
suggested !hat faculty members should 
replace lobbyists at Springfield. On April 29, 
in an Egyptian article, "University employs 
finn lo lobby General Assembly," I was :iuot-
ed as saying, 'The best lobbyists for the cam• 
pus are people from the chlllpus. I would 
question using a lobbyist who doesn't under-
stand the product." 1l1e "people"' I had in 
mind were not fa~ulty but professional 
liaisons at SIUC. The U uf I, for example, 
uses one full-time employee, according to an 
article in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch April 22 
quoting a spokeswoman as explaining that 
1hcir system works because "the people who· 
are part of our organi1.a1ion can best articulate 
what's in our best interest:· . 
The rcrent blow to SIUC budget raises 
questions: How well does Fletcher, Topol & 
0-Bricn, \\ith its 36 other clients. understand 
the sp..--cial strengths of the academic pro-
grams at SIU? What is the quality of the 
infonna1ion provided to them? 
The decision by SIUC to hire a lobbyist 
Card implementation will bring simplification 
was unusual enough to make headlines in a 
· SL Louis Post-Dispatch headline April 22, 
It seems as though all the problems involved VISA, a Discover, a pocket full of change for the 
with the implementation of a debit card at SIUC pop and candy machines and~ wad of cash to cat 
m.iy finally he m:er. The city is talking to the with? With this debit card, we could cat, drink, do 
University, the University is talking to student laundry, get our hair cut and buy a box of Lucky 
government, ~tudcnt gnvcmmem is miking to the Charms all over campu.; and throughout the city 
students, and t'vcrvone seems confident the.d_ebit with one magical card. 
card will become a reality as early as next fall. . Chancellor Argersinger is refusing comment on 
Before we all get our hopes up and start riding rhc issue ·until negotiations arc complete, and we 
salukis through campus un midnight raids shout- hope rhis isn't a foreshadowing of imminent doom. 
ing, "The dcbir card is coming, the debit card is Anything that makes life easier is usually benefi-
coming," let's not forget people have been saying · cial when it's not deceptive, and we believe the 
the Jcbit card is coming for debit card would be a wel-
morc than eight years now. come addition to our campus 
If we step into the ' ' 111,:.th +h· · d b ·t d and our students' lives. 
"Wayback Machine," we'd vvl, • IS e I car we The debit card will facilitate 
find that SlUC staned talk- could eat, drink, do laundry, purchases throughout 
ing about a University debit get our hair cut and buy a" Carbondale, eliminate the 
card in 1991, when the box of Lucky Charms all over aggravation of malfunction• 
Carbondale Chamber of ing ATM machines with 
Commerce shot the idea campus and throughout the their ridiculous usage fees 
down 2.!1d SIUC President city with one magical card and make it easier for all 
John C. Guyon decided not students to conduct their 
to pursue the card. monetary affairs. And, if 
Since those initial obstacles, debit card implc• local businesses can find it in their hearts to pro-
mentation has met many mere, including local -..idc incentive by the way of debit card r:omo-
b,mk and business opposition, Federal Reserve tional discounts, the students would probably rec-
Board regulations, changes in legislation and out- ipronte with purchases. 
right bu:eaucratic mania. \Vhat we have here is one of those rare win-win 
Now, as der.it card fever once again envelops situations. The legal handcuffs are off. The 
our campus, it seems most concerns have been Carbondale Chamber of Commerce has given its 
allayed through negotiation's old friend compro- seal of approval. And the students through their 
misc, and next fall SJUC could see a cashless cam- elected student government officials have repeat-
pus in ways not connected with General Assembly cdly asked for this convenience. 
funding. Let's not delay 1he wave of modem conve-
And wouldn't it be nice to not have to carry nience any longer and make the debit card dream 
around, an ID card, a laundry cmd. a copy card, a a glorious part of our lives. 
.. SIU \\ill use $90.000 in public funds for lob· 
b)isl."' In that article, the Dispatch points oul 
that while '"SIU is not alone in hiring contract 
lobbyists ... the practice is not common.'" At 
least one legislator is aliennied by the use of a 
lobbying firm at all: the Dispatch quotes Stale 
Rep. Thomas Holblp<Jk from Belleville as 
saying. "it's absolutely absurd to hire contract 
lobbyist;; ... using taxpayers· money to try and 
get more taxpayers' money." 
Lobbying legblators and gaining funding 
for SIU is. finally, the responsibility of the 
president's office. Bui if SIUC is not su=s-
ful in gaining funding. 11'~;; it is always a 
good idea to reassess strategics. Faculty mem-
bers from the Senate and lhe faculty associa-
tion have been working with the president's 
office to talk further to legislators. The U of I 
also invilcs alumni to contact legi!lators lo 
enh:ince funding. The most significant lobby• 
ing is for all ofus, from the president on 
down, to get out the news of the exc:llence of 
SIUC and ilS programs. 
Mary Lamb 
professor, English -. ~ ~~mf ~~U·o/ 
h~ s-.-.. ~~,p 
l'CQ~inwmingdn.,to:rxl.ernico,d~ 













Return yourselves to the real world of exile 
People have asked me what I was 
going to write about in the last C'Olumn 
of this semester. I was surprised how 
many of them expecled me to write a 
sentimental, goodbye-to-you-lucky-
scniors piece of maudlin crap. Well, I 







Hi1- opinion does oot 
very fine indeed). I've seen this hap-
pen many times before. 
Just think about it - what skills 
have you learned in college that will 
propel you to the top in the real world? 
Leaming about B.E Skinner's rats in 
psychology class is interesting, but I'm 
sure knowing about behavioristic psy-
chology will not move you up the cor-
pora1e ladder. 
repayment doesn't kick in until six 
months after yo•:. iii.ish college. If you 
never finish college, you never have to 
fork over the cash. 
"The only advice I can give the 
class of 1999 is to wear sunscreen." 
Thev wrote a song about that, or some-
thing along those lines. 
Yeah right, I can give 1he cla,s of 
1999 some advice: re-enroll before it's 
ton !a1e. 
Go to your ad\·iser and forcefully 
e.,plain to 1hem th:it there is no way 
you"ll make it in 1he real world withou1 
furthering your education. 
.:;;=--:.i necesso6ly reHed thot 
-~ of the 01.aY EGYPTIAN, 
ckonr;;;ay"77@ho1mail.com 
share with your older brother, who 
graduated from the University of 
Illinois in '94 but who still work~ at 
the video store and brings home new 
Saga games eveiy night to entertain 
himself. 
Another reason never to leave col-
lege is student loans. Bacl: when I used 
to be a personal trainer 1 worked with a 
young woman '.~ho had just finished 
law school and found that the seven 
years she spent depleting her loan 
money was about to viciously bite he:· 
in the ass. 
(Author's note: I would look into 
my above claim with your respected 
loan company because there is a very 
good chance that I am full of dung and 
I have no idea what I'm talking about. 
It happens more often than you would 
think.) 
So seniors, if you have to !,'1".Jduate, 
may God be with y.:iu because every-
one else will be against you. 
My advice to you is to leave the 
country and send no forwarding 
address, give the swine no chance of 
finding you. IfI were you, I'd go teach 
English in Indonesia. It's the only job 
any one of us are qualified for. I guess 
we're all lucky that we speak a lan-
guage that is fashionable al the 
moment. I'd run with it if! were you. 
find another major. Pick art, pick 
history, pick undc-nvater basket weav-
ing. but for the love of Gixi. don't 
accepl that diploma. 
Jusl v.Jit, in ,;,ix months rnu·n be 
standing in the welfare li1te~ colkctini; 
>our check. only to return to >o~ir p.ir-
ents· hou.,c (in their minivan) •.,her; 
you live in lhe ba:;~rr:;:nt in a ic,,,rr; you 
Seriously, how many people do you 
know who arc working at a job that 
has anything to do with their degree? 
· This is not a !X'.SSimistic portrayal 
on my part. I am not a pessimistic. 
misanthropic, dirty old man - yet. l 
am a realist (:md in times like these the 
line betw,een pes~imism and realism is 
The way it works is si;,; months 
after your last semester the loan com-
panies semi out a cute, ;iule booklet 
full of coupons, already made oupo 
them, with due dntcs. The loan compa-
nies do not care if yuu have a job or 
noi. whether you make SI 00,000 a 
yearo~ S10,000. They wanl their 
money. 
But - there is a loopholt:. The loan 
Meanwh:le, I'll be here for another 
year, silting at the end of the bar. 
Maybe with your new, great job, you 
ci.ln buy me 1 couple rounds of clear 
liquid 
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Student bikes to raise money for good cause 
RHONDA SCIARRA 
DAILY EGYl'TIAN RErORll:h 
After a flight to Minneapolis 
July IO, Richard Yuen will get on 
a bike and set off for Chicago, 
travding 500 miles in six days 
while raising money to help allevi-
ate the effects of AIDS and HIV 
on the people of Chicago. 
Yuen, a graduate student in 
clinical psychology from New 
York City, is one of 1,600 riders in 
the fourth Twin Cities-Wisconsin-
Chicago AIDS Ride who will 
embark on the week-long journey 
July 12. 
Yuen said he first found out 
about the ride when he was an 
undergraduate student at Carleton 
College in Northfield, Mi• n. 
"When I first heard about it, my 
first thought was 'Wow, that's just 
cr:izy,"' he said. 
"It seemed like something 
insane to put yourself through." 
When he went home on school 
breaks from college, he learned 
more about the bicycle ride from a 
similar ride done in New York 
City. After considering the itlea, he 
became more interested in becom-
ing a part of the ride to Chicago. 
"After thinking about it, you 
get an exciting feeling," Yuen 
said. 
'"You would be contributing :o 
everyone who has been touched in 
any way by AIDS or HIV." 
Ir, February, Yuen registered 
for the bicycle ride because he felt 
he was at a point in his life where 
he felt ready to devote a week of 
his life to a better cause. 
"This year, everything has 
come together in my life - phys-
ically, spiritually and emotional-
ly," he said. 
Yuen said although participat-
ing in the ride will be an arduous 
task, he thinks making a difference 
in someone else's life will com-
pensate for all the work involved. 
"It's a big commitment to take 
a week off of everything, includ-
ing work and school," he said. 
"But you are one little person 
in the larger scope of things and 
you can touch so many Jives." 
Each participant in the bicycle 
ride is requ)r!!d to collect a mini-
mum of S2,300 from sponsors and 
pledges, of which the net proceeds 
will support the work of six 
Chicago-area AIDS service orga-
·-==:~~~~"~ nizations. 
Chicago House and Social 
Service, Inc., one of the six agen-
cies that benefit from the 1ide, 
· offers an AIDS-specific hospice 
..... , and a comprehensive housing pro-
gram for individuals and familie, 
affected by AIDS and HIV. 
Ellen Ziegen. program volun-
teer coordinator for· Chicago 
House, said the bicycle ride is one 
of the major fund-raisers each 
year: Last year, proceeds from the 
ride exceeded S 10,000. 
.IAS0'I KNISEl!/Daily Egjptlan 
Richard Yuen, o graduate student in dinical psychology from New York City, will be one of 1,600 other riders who 
embark on u 500-mile_ journey beginning July 10 from Minneapolis lo Chicago in order to earn money for six 
Chicago-area AIDS servi!=e organizations. 
''The money helps us run the 
programs we have," Ziegcrt said. 
"It helps us to continue to pro-
vide support to people who are 
afflicted by AIDS or HIV." 
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last year's 
ride, helped 
to set up tents 
and lodging 
for the riders 
in each city 













bicycle rido from 
Minneapolis lo 
Chicago con 
send e-moal to 
richyuen@siu.edu 
or coll him at 
549-8948. 
everyone involved. 
''There is very much a team 
spirit and camaraderie present.'' 
she said. 
"The ride is not only fun but 
very inspiring." 
Melissa Burr, a publicist for 
the Twin Cities-Wisconsin-
Chicago AIDS Ride, said the ride 
is responsible for bringing joy and 
comfort to many victims of HIV. 
"I can't say enough about the 
benefits or the services that arc 
made possible by the ride:· she 
said. 
"It is a tremendous opportunity 
to help those who are living with 
AIDS." 
Yuen said the prevalence of the 
issue of AIDS in the young adult 
population is one of the reasons 
he feels strongly about doing the 
ride. 
"I think AIDS is one of the best 
causes to do anything like this 
for," Yuen said. 
"I have seen the effects o: 
AIDS anc! '-IJV on families, and 
that is enough for me to want to 
try and do something about it." 
"This is a cause I really believe 
in." 
} Weekender l)AILr 
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A p rf t n f r arti ts 
-- - - . . - • . • . - _- - . • '. . - JESS1CA~yEgyptian 
Dave Oartis, proprietor of Ra1nmoker Ari Stuciio, prepares more bro~ art for thi upcoming M@caricla. ~-~lk)P.11_119 F~ '99 Tliii~ay 
aftcmoon. · · · ' - · :. "· (,, ·· ·: .... ' -· ··· ·.- .. ,. ~1 • •--· •-· ~ ',.:..:ri.•"'~( ;,.,ii · · 
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CHRIS KENNEDY • 
D
OWNTOWN MAKANDA IS 
A STRETCH OF FIVE OR SIX 
OLD BUILDINGS CON-
NECTED BY A BOARDWALK THAT 
RUNS PARALLEL 10 RAILROAD 
TRACKS. IF ONE WERE lO BUNK, 
ONE WOULD MISS IT AND END UP 
IN GIANT CITY STATE PARK. 
craftsmen and local musicians. digging around their backyards. 
Art on display will include, ' AcconJing to Danis, the town, •. .,. "(he Makanda Boardwalk 
paintings by John Boyd, bronze haskg,tthespinroflhe_l9tliceniu-: ; '.SpringFest'99,wiJl.beopen 
sculptures by Danis and his partner iy alive in Makanda · -• fiorri-10a.m. to Gp.m. 
Jim Grant, stained glass by "This is an authentic 1890s town Saturday and Sunday. 
Angarola, oils and watercolors by in the middle .of the woods," Danis · 
Todd Arthur Wo!f and wrought iron said. "We're restoring a Jot- of lhe Admission and parking 
forging by Mike Page. town-right now, and the restoration are free. For more · 
Local bands include the Brown will be open . for lhe public this information, call 549-3980, 
Baggers, Wolfcreek Rhythm and weekend. We've dug up Indian arti-
Blues, Mr. So and So, 40-Watt facts and Civil War artifacts." · 
Flood, Tall Paul Band, Full Swing, The history of the festival is· 
egocentric, and we wanted to keep 
it a small show. We've established a 
shoYi, · kept it downtown, and it's 
run by the Makanda Boardwalk 
Committee." . 
Todd Arthur Wolf, a painter who 
has a shop on the boardwalk, also 
will display his work at the fair. 
For Dave Danis, proprietor of 
Rainmaker Art Studio on the 
Makanda boardwalk, the town is 
perfect for artists. 
Big Muff and George Macintosh. almost as long as the history of the years ago, he. began working with 
Dart;~ said Macintosh will enter- t Darti said. _ other local ar-t.ists to recreate ire art· 
lain the crowd with more than °~e fi~t art show was held so. show. 
"I'll be here from 2 t(? 4 p.m. on 
Saturday and around· U on 
Sunday," Wolf said. "Six to 10 peo-
ple can come in at.a time. I'm tak-
ing reservations.'' • 
• Wolf's wotk is inspired by the 
nature that surrounds him. 
"We just hang out all day," 
Danis said. "It's a good plac:· :.:> 
live. This is a non-one-horse town. 
There was a horse, but someone 
shot it" 
That will all change this we-.k-
end during the Makanda 
Boardwalk Spring Fest '99. 
From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturc!.ay 
and Sunday, the boardwalk will 
come alive with dozens of artists, 
music. Jong ago, no one remembers wbe·n · "We did the show for two_y~ 
"George Macintosh will be· itwas"Dartissaid .. ·. · .· before.th\!Y started·to organ;ze tl, 
telling lies and fibs and playing lhe · . Danis· ·begiill his career ·as ~ ~- . which is not a g~ ~ng fo_r ~ 
banjo in lhe back of the buildings," leather worker for the Bull Ship wl)o are anarchists, Dartts sa.td. 
Danis said. "In the front of the Lealher Company, which was "'That's .w~ they scn:wed up." 
boardwalk, olher bands will be located in Carbondale. During a Dartts said a COIIlJlllttee ran the 
entertaining the crowd for the renaissance fair, he camped out for . shoy,r for 15 Yf;Br& before they 
weekend." two weeks with a group called the decided to move tt out of Makanda 
Makanda is steeped in history. Bronze Gypsy Jewelry Company. and: to Touch ofNature. The resi-
One hundred years ago, the town ·-- Danis liked what they were dents of Makanda decided not to 
was a booming railroad shipping doing so much, they traded· !heir move with them. 
city. During the years, as it shrunk, respective businesses during a five- "When they all moved, we were 
much of the history was lost until tJ1inute conversation. in an opportun~ position to take the 
members of lhe community began When Danis op,~ned his shop 26 control back," Danis said. "We're 
Music in the bluegrass 
"It all comes from nature,'' Wolf 
said. "I get most of the images from 
tlie Wolf River- in-Wisconsin. You 
just sketch nature and fill in the 
blanks with whatever's on you 
mind.'' 
Danis is looking forward to this 
weekend _and encour.iges everyone 
to_ come out to relax and enjoy 
beautiful mtwork. 
"It's -a non-pressure fair," Danis 
said. "We're just doing what comes 
easy." 
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HE SUN IS SHINING BRIG.HT 
AND A GENTLE BREEZE IS 
BLOWING THROUGH THE 
TREES. A C~OVl'v OF ABOUT 50 
PEOPLE ARE LISTENING 10 THE 
SOUNDS OF BLUEGRASS MUSIC 
WHILE EATING PICNIC-STYLE LUNCHES 
IN THE UNIVERSITY MUSEUM 
SCULPTURE GARDEN. 
Music in the Garden is a series of 
free musical events occurring at the 
University Museum Sculpture Garden 
located on the west side ofFaner Ha!L 
The event has been in existence for 
three yr.ars. · 
The concerts ae usually conducted 
in lhe spring and summer seasons. 
Come rain or shine, a different solo 
artist or band performs in the concert-
like atmosphere once a week. This 
semester, three bands were featured in 
the series. Banjovi, a tolk music band, 
was the first to perfonn April 21. 
Christopher Allen, a classical guitar 
player, perfonned April 28. The last 
group to perfmm this semester was 
Mayflower Jones, an alternative rock 
group. 
John Giffin, University Museum 
staff member and coorµinator, said so 
· far lhe concerts have been a success, 
and he has plans to continue the series 
this summer. 
Giffin also said lhe purpose of the 
series is to promote the museum. 
"We're trying to show that the 
museum is not just a place for 
exhibits," Giffin said. "We do different 
events as well. Hopefully people will 
take the opportunity to walk lhrough 
the museum and look at lhe 'exhibits.'' 
The summer series, which will take 
place each Thursday, will include six 
bands, according to Giffin. Those 
groups that are scheduled to perfonn 
this summer are: Carter and Connelley, 
environmental folk music; the Brown 
Baggers, cajun music; Loose Gravel, 
blues music; Christopher Allen, classic 
guitar, and Blue Afternoon, blues 
music. 
Giffin expects Lh'!summer.series to 
be successful because of the groups 
and good wealher conditions. 
"In the summer the ·weather will be 
nicer, and· we encourage people to 
come out and bring their lunches and 
enjoy lhe music," he said. 
Kenneth Avery, of Mayflower 
Jones, is excited about being a part of 







Break out the zoot suits and poo-
dle dresses, get the keys to the '57 
Chevy and get ready to dance the 
night away. 
Vargas Swing will perform at 10 
p.m. Saturday at the Copper Dragon, 
700E. GrandAve. 
There is a $4 ·cover charge. For 
more information call 549-231Y. 
Mid-week stress reliever 
at Copper with BR5-49 
Countty is coining back to 
Carbondale in a Hee Haw sort of 
way. 
BRS-49 will bring its "Big 
Backyard Beat Show" to Copper 
Dragon at 9 p.m. Wednesday, The 
group will be joined by the Reverend 
Horton Heat and Carbondale's own 
rockabilly stars, The Bottletones. 
Tickets are on sale for $12. For 
more information call 549-2319. 
Amazing toilet dance 
hits Murphysboro 
Fun with indoor plumbing in the 
"dance" from the Greylight collec-
tive. Weird music, weird theater, 
great food and drink at 8 p.ll,1. }fay 
14 at the Olde Douglass Art Sd1ool, 
900 Douglas St, in Mwphysboro. 
The cost is $10, and reservations are 
recommended. Proceeds will go 
to improving the school's facilities 
and make them more handicap 
accessible. . 
For more inform2tion, call Don 
Elwell at 687-5115 · 
Sky Bop Fly to play 
Hangar 9 tomorrow 
Come enjoy th~ acid-jazz as Sky 
Bop Fly lands at the Hangar 9, 511 
S. Illinois Ave., at 10 p.m: Saturday. 
Coveris$4. 
For more information, call 
549-1233. 
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OME OF HIS FANS CALL HIM "RINGO.'.' 
THE ONLY PROBLEM WITH TiiAT, SAID 
TONY CRAJG, DRUMMER FOR 
PEPPERLJIND BEJm.ES REVIEW, IS TiiAT IT IS 
VERY IMPORTANT TO PEPPERLAND TO BE DIF.-
FERBIT. 
''They just ~ume that since I am in a 
Beatles review and I play the drums that I 
· should be associated with Ringo," Craig said. 
With more than 130 Beatles originals in its 
play list, Pepperland bas a complete collection 
of music to satisfy Beatles fans from the most 
loyal to the people who think John Lennon 
was a Russian historical figure. 
Some might feel daunted at being an all-
cover band. It may seem difficult to oe·recogs 
nized · as an original · and creative artist. 
However, Pepperland is hoping to continue 
their emulation of the Beatles into a larger 
arena of entertainment. 
"I'd love to get a personal commission 
from Paul McCartney," Craig said. "I want 
him to tell me to cany on his work." 
The six-piece band would love to get more 
members in the band and take its music to big-
ger venues. 
The band said that its music is appreciated 
by fans from age five to 95. 
"We've had a 6-year-old boy who knew all 
the lyrics to "A Hard Day's Night" and even 
some of tlie more obscure songs, people 
remember these songs," Craig said. 
The band itself claims lo be huge "Beatle-
heads." . 
"I think 'Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club 
Band' is outstanding for parties," Craig said, 
"It's hard to pick one album, I lo\ !hem all." 
Their fandom is integral in :.1eir music. 
Craig said the band feels extremely privileged 
to sing a lot oftlie song live. 
'The Beatles stopped touri!lg in about 
1966, so a lot of their later material was never 
played live," Cr.rig said. "We're proud lo do 
it" 
The band said it 
tries to keep tlie 
music modern 
while_ staying true 
to tlle Beatles orig-
inal art 
"It's important 
for us to be differ-
ent, but the Beatles 
were a prototype 
for an entire gener-
Pepperland will be 
t't,?y°1a) i~-m. 
Hangar 9,511 S. 
Illinois Ave. Cover 
is SA. Far more 
information call 
549-1233. 
ation. We want people to appreciate that as 
well," Craig said. 
With a vision cifrenewed Beatles grandeur 
in mind; Pepperland is taking its music on tlie 
road to other venues in St Louis and the sur-
rounding area. . 
. "Pepperland• gleefully intends to be your 
good guru's guide to the surreal songbook of 
John, George, Paul and Ringo," Craig said. 
A good book to read.with your 'Coffee' 
RMEWBY 
TuoRRIE 1: RAINEY 
S
UCCESSFUL AFRICAN. ·AMERICAN MAN 
FEELS NEGLECTED BY GIRLFRIEND. 
MAN MEETS A Cl\UCASIAN WOMAN. 
THEY LIKE EACH OTHER. CAUCMIAN WOMEN 
revisits the world of romance in this updated 
version of interracial love. 
In this novel we are introduced to Jordan 
Greene, a young computer analyst living in 
Manhattan. Despite having a successful career 
he feels distanced from his girlfriend J'nette. 
Struggling through a strained relationship, 
Greene lives his life in a melancholy state. Then· 
HAS EMOTIONAL BAGGAGE. So DOES HE. he meets Kimberly, an Irish artist with an off-
THEIR FRIENDS nJRN AGAINST THEM. Is the-wall sense of humor. 
LOVE BIGGER THAN RACJAl DIFFERENCES? Is Of course tllere's instant chemistty as their 
IT ME OR DOES:THIS SOUND LIKE SOME,- two worlds collide. Greene feels like a hyp-. 
· · ocrite since he has always been a pro-black 
~ THING YOU'VE HcARD BEFORE? activist and has several pictures of Malcolm X 
The storyline of Spike Lee's movie ''Jungle on his wall. Kimberly is keeping past secrets 
Fever" is recreated' inside the- pages of Eric from Greene. 
have to find out on your own. 
I have to admit the plot is so similar. I had to 
check the book jacket to see if it was copywrit-
ten during the time the movie w~ released. 
Although this story is too familiar, it's worth 
the read. If you are a big fan of Terry 
McMiJJian, this is definitely a book to own 
since their writing styles are very similar. 
Dickey does an excellent job of using dialogue 
to express the views of a confused male and his 
lover. 
Although this type of story has become 
cliche, the ending is a surprise. So pick i! up and 
see what you get when you put a little milk in 
your coffee. 
'Mille in My Coffee' 
*** 
Jerome Dickey's new novel, ."Milk in My · They begin- to fool around and everyone 
Coffee." Dickey, the author of two other novels finds ouL They are isolated by their friends and 
- "Sister, Sistet' and "Friends and.Lovers', ..i..._. th~ir . .opposing views._ And the ~t,. well, you : :-of five = 
~r~lwaHtt~~:fi:,tt·,·i0&1r,,:•1°!!t!r: ·· 
f-: .. : -~~~~>:t:--f~"~·-.:. -._ :;·.~:~:!~·:. :·"~'!:~!;:_:~:: ,;·, ~- <-.\ .. >· 1;_~·-.:,~~---.. :-·:~~/,:~~~-~~-" 
· Your SIU Campus Shipping Center ·~ . 
. •~2 Day Service to Chicago.' 
. INTERNATIONAL DISCOUNT 
,~. SHIPPING 
. ~' to Japan UPS/ Yamato 
~t-ma S. Korea UPS Korea Express 
Taiwan / European Countries 
Special International Book Rate 
99 q per pound. 
Getting a year's worth of stuff into a rar Is like IJ)·!ng to 
cram 10 pounds into a 5-pound sack. You·vc crammc~ 
enough for a while. Gi\'C yourself a break. 
ffl/DER 
~
www.yellowtruck.com Call Hyder and truck it - at l11c rlght prirc. 
rt.~--., 
I Coupon only ,!pjllic:hlt· to luslr rJlr ,if tmrk m1t;1I, wltlrh ,lo,·s nnl lnrlmli J 
t.1xrs. furl Jnd upti011JI 11t·m .... l!n,· rmqmn pc, n:ntaJ. C,iupon snhjn I w trud. I E1J~~--_·l ,f(F:\_
1
-\._:  .. % ,l\'<lil,1hility .mtl H_y1kr \ltl';:111:,.; '-'.fnin·s ~L!mfJnl !t'flt.tl n·i1uirt•mL•flfs-. Coupon 
'.'J t:1 npi11-s Urt nnllt·• l I, .'000. 




~ ~ult~ lu Ut•,1lr1: 1. (-)11t'r lli~rmrnl on rJlt's ~t rrrn. /. Entl'r Coupon J.U. m11uymr11t ~t n.·t·11. : ;cra1 
L msa ~ ~\~1 :;·n!!_J~n~:!!!;1~n~1 :;!!1 :::/•~Jl~ ~,;~r~ ~-~-~ ~; -=- u:m .J 
Boxes '<:z Tape 1( Packing Materials ,~ 
~sk. about our SIU ~tudent Discou~t ~ 
iH ., .. ~Located close to can1pus for;M,-t).?.1 
~. r-.... · YOUR Co;.venience! ' ' ~~S 
~lj 702 S. Illinois :\,e:. _•;e•;f to 7111 llookst11n· /!:'ii 
t..-,fi (6!S, 5-i',-l.'IHI r',,j 
(fl En;\;;~:ns~;~\\~~\t:~.:~•~<:,~·;:o! :::::•·,: [{~~ 
f:r-Jl Sal. 9_:~l;~.:'!n • 5:00 ~~ ..• (;;·J 
~~~t>J;.~:~:.'.7r.~:~:~~--~:t~✓--J~l •-~-Q_(.; __ .,_e_~_,,u:if-<Lt.>_t:1_o_i:: _eL5_e __ -!..-0-~-~ 
1/8 mile North of RL 13 on RL 148 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 
Ope:,: 7 p.m. • Show 8p,m. 
Richel Leigh Cook (PG 13) 
· 
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She's All That 
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URRENT GENRE BLENDING 
BEING WHAT IT IS, THE 
TERM "ROMANTIC" PRC,-
LUDES l\NY NUMBER OF DIFFER-
ENT FILMS FROM "ROMANTIC 




something the other doesn't. 
But with flowery sentiment ruid If you l'IC looking for a slam-
batting eyelids, can you have a bang action extravaganza, 
romantic thriller or a romantic "Entrapm,!nt" will disappoint you 
action film? "Entrapment" thinks as it refreshingly deals more with 
you can - it's the first romantic the elaborate burglaries than explo-
thriller in a long while where the sions. There are times when the film 
former eclipses the later, with good seems smarter than it has a right to 
results as well. be, the real pyrotechnics come from 
The film begins with the very the seductions of Connery and Zeta-. 
cool burglary of a painting from a Jones. The two have chemistry, each 
high-story building. The insurance vying for the upper hand with what-
compllly begins to look for S\15- ever, ahem, "resources" they have 
pects, but an ambitious investigator available. Like the two films it was 
(Catherine Z:Cta-Jones) knows in her obviously modeled upon, "fo Catch 
gut it was the work of an infamous a Thief' and ''The Thomas Crown 
thief (Sean Connery). Convincing Affair.''. "Entrapment" is more con-
her boss (Will Patton) that she can cemed with the romantic sparring of 
bring him in, she goes undercover to the two, probably the most impres-
nab him, beginning a cat and mouse sive special effect it pulls off. 
game with both parties tq,owing • The pt.Tformam;es are solid, the 
What's up? 
FRIDAY. 
Boo Jr.'s: Teomoids (punk rock) 
Booby's: Brownboggers (bluegrass) 
Carboz: Altemotive night 
Copper Dragon: Funkytown (disco) 
Ga!sby's TI: OJ show 
Hangar 9: Skybop Fly (ocid jazz) 
Longbranch ~ Open nic 
Melange: l.rxr. Harris (oooulfic guilcr) 
Pinch Penny Pub: SIi.JC Jazz Ememble 




Boo Jr.'s: Blue Rrrnoins 
Booby's: la Maki':J Soma (or! rock) 
Carboz: Don<e night 
Copper Dragon: Yorgos Swing (swing 
music) 
Ga!sby's D: DJ she,,, 
Han!j:,r 9: Pepperlond (Beolles 1nbu1ej 
Melange: New Aris Jazz Ouartet 
Mi,gsy McGu:re's: Emily 
(li-.e piano m\lsic)· 
Pinch Per.ny Pub: Mallive Funk (funk, 
R&B) 
PK's:BigMuff 
Siclelnxks: Jon Rocks (blues) 
Sfuc:OJ show 
standoui not surprisingly being 
Zeta-Jones. With her raven hair and 
exotic eyes, she resembles movie 
starlets of old - girl· next door she 
is not. Unlike '"The Mask of7.orro," 
where she came off as nothing more 
than eye candy, "Entrapment" 
shows she can_ actually act, as she 
holds her own in each scene with 
Connery. Connery basically plays 
Connery. He doesn't even have to 
act, pulling off his aloof cool with 
ease, even though his age is painful-
ly beginning to show. 
Although the romantic angle is a 
fresh change from the usual ram-
page, it somehow seems too light-
weight. Director Jon Amie! keeps it 
too soft, dissolving -between the 
scenes with such greeting card 
ambiance, · one won,ders if anyone 
directed the fih:·,. Such a technique 
recalls tie caper films of old yet 
hammers the mood over you so fer-
vently you might think you're 
watching an American Airlines 
commercial rather than a film. The 
movie lacks that bit of plge or even 
visual onslaught so prevalent in 
modem action cinema, yet that 
would probably jettison the rom.in-
tic angle -you can't win. 
, "Entrapment" does sufficiently 
make a case for the romantic thriller 
- hopefully, future film., will be 




-,of five scars 
;::':r·::'\ .-.: ~)•--/i: /:/.··/ .· ',-~ :/;;,i'.>/'.::":.\ :6f ;}\":• ;··/ ~':, 
L'; CoNtER.iS :- :_! : :- eleine~tary.: ,education·. from' 
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, ·•·.,ante-crowd, from .• last week's . : · 
. . the ~on~ert series. The band,< cone¥ Mosley is phinriirig on '', 
·Whi~h, has_ been !)C!forming fors/ aUtm_ding ~!!1!111ler ;sc~~I an~ .'. 
_ about five years,• U$ually tries ., :~ys . th~ , con_~ yill. be a · 
, to· :.play . in ,a_ professi(?nal •, :welcome .~•tiJ_l_l,_tp,~e,sum,~ 
·atmosphe~ but the museum· mer scene.•,'•-:•-"·.·':., . : 
, · ' series is a welcome change of •·:, '.'!bis will.be my_~ sum~ 
pace. · . . . . . ; :. - . . . . mer;m C:ubondal~ and 1_t usu-
.·,_ ... "I love it. We go to play for _ally gets pretty bonng because 
fun,'' Avery.said. "l enjoy the · thei:e's not many people here," ·. 
' kids, they're really a• great. Mosley said._: ''.The concert_·. ·' 
. crowd.''. - . ; . ·... . . . . ,'series will be a good thing to-·. , 
'· . ·. Nata.~ha Mosley; a senior in spice up the summer scene.". : •. ; 
.:.•;~~~•••• r • .. ,~, •••:••a , ••:,:•; .. • '• > , •, • '.1•._.-._, 
[9ig€i(g:~~~}f~~~] 
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I ($1.75 v~ue)with I 
I cou~on and $15.00 ! 
I purchase of~ I 
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Proposal to impeach senators dismissed with overwhelming hell yeahs 
DAN CRAFT 
DAILY WYl'TIAN REPORTIR 
Putting aside the traditional 
"aye" and "nay" responses usually 
used by Undergraduate Student 
Government, votes on issues such 
as finance and impeachment were 
tallied using phrases such as "Hell 
yeah" and "No way, du.de" at the 
final USG meeting of the semester 
Wednesday night. 
College of Science Senator Jeff 
Warren suggested the verbal 
changes midway through the 
· meeting, and the Senate approved 
the modification with little~ dis-
sent. 
Warren, who attended high 
schdol in Mt. Vernon with v:ce 
President Brian Atchison, said the 
motion was· a :-epeat of what had 
occurred in their final Student 
Council meeting in high .. chool. 








cail for more info: 
to impeach several senators for 
low. attendance was defeated 
soundly, with only one "Hell 
yeah," response coming forward; 
The impeachment proceedings, 
originally brought forward at the 
April 28 meeting, were postponed 
because the bills had not been sub-
mitted in written forrn for that 
meeting. 
Internal Affairs Committee 
Chainnan Ben Syfert presented 
the impeachments, many of which 
resulted from recent absences, 
Syfeit said. The USG Constitution 
allows ~enators to miss only two 
meetings per semester. 
Spared from th. J!ock were 
Jennifer Pace, Jessica Neff, Zach 
Davidson and Jon Pluskota. 
Pluskota was the only one present 
at the meeting. 
Several senators voiced opp(?• 
sition to impeaching senators at 
the final meeting of the year, as 
the impeachments would carry no 
weight. 
Also signaling the end of the 
year was the swearing in of next 
year's executives, ending the 
administration of current 
' ' · Hey, it's over. I'm 
really surprised 
things went as 
smoothly as they die.'. 
-,- GREG HENK 
FINANCE COMMITTEE OIAIRMAlil 
President J:idcie Smith. 
Vice. Preside!)! Brian. Atchison 
keeps'his post for next year, wliile 
the presidency was given to Sean 
Henry. 
The last of the annual 
Registered Student Organization 
funding requests were presented 
by Finance Committee Chairrnan 
Greg Henk, wrapping up several 
months of work on the part of the 
Finance Committee. The requests 
were from organizations who had 
been unable to submit their paper-
work in time for the RSO funding 
meeting USG completed April-21 
and groups whose original alloca-
tions contained mistakes on tl,c 
part of the Finance Committee. 
RS(ls depend on the Finance 
Committee to allot funding to 
their groups each year. 
"Hey, its over," Henk said. 
"I'm really surprised things went 
as smoothly as they did." 
Henk, an aviation major, said 
he was pr_oud of a job well done by 
'the Finance Committee in spite of 
the committee mcmhers' lack of 
.:xperience in finance matters. 
In othe~ )Jusiness, USG hon-
ored several outstanding members 
of the staff and faculty at SIUC. 
Faculty members who were rrcog-
nized were Health Education and 
Recreation professor Marjorie 
Malkin and Art and Design pro-
. fessor Peter Chametzkv. Student 
Center Assistant Director Susan 
Coriasco won the award for staff 
members. 
Nominations for the awarfis 
came from various SIUC students, 
who selected the entrants based on 
their individual contributions they 
made to SIUC. 
Executive reports offered a 
chance for Smith, Atchison and 
outgoing Chief of Staff Connie 
Howard to congratulate the senate 
on their efforts during the year. 
Smith detailed a list of 17 different 
projects USG has accomplished 
this semester and thanks all those 
involved in each. 
The meeting was adjourned 
with a fim,J "Hell yeah." 
Get the most for your money. 
Advertise in the D.E. 
Start finals eek with a Picnic! 
SIUC Chmcellllor Jo Ann LArgersinger 
0 
rft~«"' ~ · 1mnlh, Mvrt,~ u1e campus oomm~!!UlD.Q.J 
tot\efirst 
University Appreciation Picnic 
Come celebrate the accomplishments of 
students, faculty and staff 
Monday5 May 10, 1999 
4:00 pm - 6:00 pm 
Old Main Mau 
Music by Good 'N Plenty 
Hot dogs, haml1Ht1rgers51 veggie 
l1Htmtrirers, clhlps, soft .drinks an_d 
frozen yog-urt 
,., "! .. 5.3.6~.3..3J.l J:j ~=:;::=:=~~~~============:=~====;:::::::;::::=;::;~~===~· ------
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Meeting Time 
Starts at · Meeting Day 
. 8:00 Begin with a T or R 
08:00 Begin with a M or W or F 
09:00 Begin .with a Tor R 
09:35 Begin with a T or R 
09:00 Begin with a M or W or F 
· 10:00. Begin .with a T or R 
10:00 Begin with a M or W or 
11:00 Begin with a T or R 
11:00 Begin with a M or 
12:00 Begin with a T 
12:35 Begin with a 
12:00· Begin wi 
• 01:00 Begin wi 













· first· meetin 
• Night classes s 
· first meeting day is u ay or ursday 
Night classes starting 7:00p.m. or later and 
. first meeting day is a Monday 0r Wednesday 
Night classes starting 7:00p.m. or later and 
: first meeting day is a Tuesday or Thursday 
Siiturday and Sunday 
. Malce_~tip examinations for students whose 
~ J?7ti~9,!;5 have been approved by their dean 
Date of Exam 
Fri., May 14 




Wed,, May 12 . 
Tue~, May H 
Fri.; May 14 
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Internship puts student one step ahead 
TRAVIS MORSE 
DAILY EGYl'TIAN REroRTER 
For Christina. N. Crowell. this 
summer will not be a time for rest 
and relaxation. Instead, it will be a 
season of great opportunity. 
Crowell, a 20-year-old junior in 
journalism from Cobden, was one 
of fiv.: college students around the 
nation to be chosen for the Vance L. 
Stickel] Memorial Student 
Internship. 
The internship program is 
named in honor of the late Vance L. 
Stickell, a Los Angeles Times 
advertising pioneer who led his 
newspaper to national prominence. 
This summer, while other stu-
. dents are n:-.:uperating from the;r · 
educational experiences, Crowell 
will report to Ameritech's office in 
downtown Chicago. 
During her internship. she will 
help write a mcrchandi<ing plan for 
residential phone sen. ,ce and pre-
pairl calling cards. She also will 
help manage radio, te'.evision, print 
and billboard ads. 
Crowell said she is ·very excited 
about the enonnous l'pportunity 
tl)is internship presents. · 
"I w..s excited and surprised to 
hear I had won, but I hope this 
internship will lead to a pcnnanent qualified for the internship .• 
job with the company," Crowell "Christina did a_n excellent job 
said. "If that doesn't happen, I'll at in the application process, especial-
least get some good leads on other ly in the essay portion," Shidler 
jobs in the field." said. "I'm sure her experience with 
Even though Crowell was ini- Ameritech will be very positive." 
tially a pre-med student, she's had In addition to writing an essay, 
an interest in writing for radio and applicants w.,re required to critique 
television since she we!.~ in high · and re-design a full-color, automo-
school. tive print ad for a Pontiac sports car. 
"I really like visual w·riting as Shidler said the internship 
opposed to print," Crowell said. "I should give Crowell a leg up on her 
knew I had this interest, but it was- competition in the advertising busi-
n't until I took an advertising class ness. 
at SIUC that I knew it wa.nome- "In the competitive world of 
thing I wanted to do." advertising, intern students have a 
The prestigious internship is tremendous advaritag·e, Shidler 
administered by the Ame.rican said. "Internships, especially this 
Advertising Federation and win- one, _allow students t" get direct 
ners are awarded a IQ.week paid experience with future employers 
internship at client companies, and to make important business 
advertising agencies and media contacts as well." .. 
organi:zations across the country. . For Crowell, the Vance L. 
According to the American Stickell Memorial Internship is a 
Advertising Federation, students chance to ensure she has a prosper-
are chosen for this internship in ous future career in the advertising 
three different areas. They arc as arena. II is also something she is !'Ol 
advertising professionals, academic going to take for granted. 
p.:rfonnance and imolvement in · "I have a feeling I'm going to be 
the student chapter of the American very busy this summer, b·Jt I think it 
Advertisin.; Federation. will be rewarding," Crowell said. 
Jon Shidler, an associate profes• "I'm going to get a chance ·to do 
sor in journalism, nominated some cre::tive work and I'm really 
Crowell and believes she is well happy about that." 
Medical student with reading 
d~sability sues licensing board 
forced to expel hini because SIU· accommodations that· the ADA 
dents cannot earn three failing requires, that success would be 
grades .in four years ot' medical thrown back in their faces when 
school. they sought the same accommoda-
DAILY EoYl'TIAN N~•s SERVICES 
ANN ARBOR, Mich. - A 
medical student at the University 
of Michigan filed a federal dis-
crimination lawsuit Tuesday, 
claimi,ng that a national licensing 
board for doctors must administer 
an exam that accommodates his 
reading disability. 
Second-year student Michael 
Gonzales has twice failed the test, 
and is likely to flunk his third and 
final attempt when the test is 
given again May 24 ur,;.:~s the 
National Board of Medical 
Examiners recognizes his disabili-
ty and gives him additional time to 
read and answer questions. The 
test allows an average of one 
minute to read, understand and 
respond to lengthy written ques-
tions. 
Should Gon1.ales, who earned 
honors last year during is his sur-
gical rotation, fail the national 
boards again, Michigan will be 
Gonzalcs has been worki1:ig tions on licensing exams," he said. 
with the m,ivcrsity to provide the Landau added that Gonzales' 
board with proof of his disability. desire to succeed by working 
The school submitted to the board harder is being used against him· 
a test that showed . Gon1.ales by the board in a "transparently . 
scored extremely' high marks in intentional" effort 10 weed di<-
math and science • some in the abled people out of the medical 
99th percentile • but failed reading profession. 
miserably with some scores in Gon:zales, who was diagnosed 
only the first percentile. The uni• with his disability in 1994, said he 
versity also has told the bnard that could be a good doctor even with-
it recognizes Gonzales' disability out good reading skills. He said he. 
and has allowed him extra time to waited to file suit because he did-
complete written test· in medical n't want lo admit' that he couldn't 
school, as requin by · the pass the test, which he's failed by 
Americans with Disabuities Act. only four points, without the extra 
Richard Landau, Gonzales' time. 
allorney, told The Ann Arbor Gonzales' suit asks for dam-
News th::t he believes the board :s ages of more than S75,000 and 
discriminating against his client. demands an emergency injunction 
"While (learning disabled stu- for the. time he would need to 
denl~') success in college would complete the two-day, 12-hour 
be attributable in part to ·,he test. · · 
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Do you freeze up, run out of time, 
know·you could have done better? 
Test Your Best 
You can stay calm, remain focused, promote , 
recall and finish tests! Dr. Davis, Rhd. can help 
u_sing deep rela-xatlon, desensitization, guided 
imagery, and hypnosis. 
Discount Student Rate 
Murphysboro· Counseling Center 
687-5353 i~f 
Iii:' ·-------------- -- . -- .. - . - _-__ ,_. - _ .. _ - - - :: : .:.: :. .. - - •.,. • • • • -• • • .,.,.. ... ---••-•••-•_...,., .. ._ _____ .__ n-•••••-.-.----•••• .. :.. ........ __________ ,_ ______ ~ 
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Multicultural Progra . s an ervices 
congratulates the foUmrJng students . 
· on their recent appointments: 
;-~ sTUDi,~;, Undergraduate Student ·Gove:rrnm,ent 
;~-§G0~ President Se~ K:. -Henry · 
. \ · ..:.,.. Tr( j · Vice President Brian J;,; Atchinson 






Sergeant @ Arms 
Ab.mad Abdw-· Rahman 
• Fra11cisco Vilella 
Jaso)l• Powell 
Akiba- Elzy 
Kon Nesbitt . 
Black Affairs Council . 
Coor~nator · , .· Quinette Bryant 
Assistant Coordinator Andrea Williams 
Com:p~oller . Louis Jeffries 
Hispanic Student Council 
President 
















Christine B_asco . 













continuecl from µage l 
involved. with Health Services 
come together for one last rime in 
the semester. . 
"It's a good experience for t~e 
staff of Student Health Programs to 
LOANS 
continued from page 3 
below part-time is responsible to 
start repaying student loans. This 
includes either the Federal Family 
Education Loan, or FFEL, and 
Federal Direct Loans. 
However, the University has 
been doing its part by sending let-
ters out to graduating seniors 
requiring them to attend an exit 
loan counseling session at Woody 
Hall. · 
The 30-minute engagement pro-
v~des seniors who borrowed mnney 
with details of their balance, repay-
ment procedures and consolidation. 
This meeting explains the rights 
and responsibilities. expected of the 
loan borrower, including what 
could happen if someone defaults 
DEMOCRATS 
continued from page 3 
schools in attendance. 
In addition to Orozco's 
achievement, SIUC College 
Democrat Vice President Willis 
Reynolds was elected ICD vice 
president of legislati vc affairs. 
Reynolds' election ensures that for 
. the first time, SIUC will have two 
representatives on·the ICD board 
concurrently. · 
Orozco, president · of SIUC's 
College Democrats and a senior in 
political science froln· Schiller 
Park, became interested in the 
office after discussion with other 
- stu·dent leaders at the Model 
Illinois Government convention in 
DEANS 
continued from page 1 
co1. 'e .together at the end of the year 
and celebrate taking care of SH,J 
students," he said. 
Carr, an SIUC alumnus who 
first attended the University in 
1966, said he thinks by barbecuing 
he can give back to the people and 
students who make SIUC so spe-
cial. 
"There are so many wonderful 
D11Ll'EG\'PTHS 
Kim Miller lowers 
her sunglasses to 
take a closer look al 
tho desert selections 
as Jamie Leichliter 
waits in line at the 
' annual !xirbecue for 




people that work at this University 
and at Student Health Programs," 
Carr said. "l just love this 
University." 
He said he would continue the 
17-year tradition for as long as pos-
sible. 
"As long as people want it done, 
I'll be happy: to continue dotng it," 
he said. 
on a loan. A IS-minute video get a job because they have default-
explains repay!llent options. ·.ed on a loan? Brahler recommends 
According to Monica Brahler, getting with the lender. 
the public relations coordinator for "I think it's critical you commu-
the Financial Aid Office, defaulting nicate · with your lender early," 
on a student loan could lead to Brahler said. "Seek help right 
financial hardship in a number of away." 
ways. Those who need to delay pay-
"It makes you ineligibl.: for ments can apply for a deferment, 
financial aid if you go back to grad . which will delay payments. People 
school or a second degree," Drahler who are not able to pay thefr loans 
said. "They will be . barred fr9m back can apply for a financial relief 
holding ·a state job." known as forbearance, or they can 
Or even worse, · Brahler select a payment plan they work out 
explained that wages· may be gar- with their lender. · 
nished, professional state licenses The important thing about stu-
like law or•cosmetology licenses dent loans is to take them seriously 
may be revoked and it may not ·be and pay them back, Brahler said. 
possible to get mortgages and . "Some think 'I'm nioving to 
loans. another state, they'll never find 
But what does someone do who · me,"' She said. 'There are rules 
finds themselves unable to pay their and responsibilities that must be 
loans and are unable to get credit or honored." 
Springfield in March. 
His objectives for the one-ye:.: 
tem1 include facilitating improved 
communication between 
statewide College Democrat chap- . 
· ters as well as to increase the num-
ber of chapters that belong to the 
ICD. Furthermore. Orozco plans 
to prioritize mobilizing Coll.cge 
Democrats . to support the party 
during the upcoming presidential 
election. · 
P.eynolds, a junior in political 
science from Springfield, said the 
ICD will allow him plenty of lee-
. way to pursue the avenues he 
deems appropriate in his new job. 
He intends to use the position to 
advance student lobbying funding 
for higher education and financial 
aid opportunities. 
The final candidate, William 
Schmidt, chaim1an of the mechan-
ical engineering department at the 
University of Arkansas, will meet 
"I've been interested in politics 
and government ior a long time." 
Reynolds said. "Politics is a fun 
way to help people out." 
Orozco and Reynolds both plan 
to rem·ain active with the SIUC 
College Democrats next year ar:d 
said the organization has been · 
much more active recently than in 
past years. 
John Jackson, vice chancellor 
for Academic Affairs and provost 
and a longtime Democrat, said he 
has been impressed with Orozco's 
involvement on campus . 
"I .think it's a r.al co_up for an 
SIU student to get this statewide 
office," Jackson said. ''This is an 
excellent opportunity for him and 
a really nice thing to have for the 
University." · 
sch~duled to step down from his 
position effective June 30, is now 
remaining as dean of the college 
until Aug. 31. 
Bruce Dcvantier, chairman of with the committee in two weeks. 
the dean search committee for the The College of Engineering 
College of Engineering, said the has been without ·a permanent 
search is going well. dean since July 1998. This is the 
"We arc very pleased with the second round of searches that the 
quality of candidates we were :ible college has had, after the first 
to get to apply," he said. "We had· search was unsuccessful. 
Dean candidate names have not 
been released, but McGuire said 
the search has been productive and 
prospective outlooks arc pleasing. 
Interview processes are expect• 
cd to begin within the month. 
to attract good people." Dcvantier said the committee 
On Thursday, the dean search hopes to reach a decision on who 
committee interviewed George- will be the new dean·for the col-
Swisher. a professor of mcchani- - lege shortly after the third candi-
cal engineering at Tennessee date's interview is cornplctl!d. 
Technological Uni.versity. · 
Next week, . Mohammad Agriculture 
Shahidchpour, dean of the grndu- Jim McGuire, dean for the 
ate school at Illinois Institute of College of· Agriculture. has 
Technology. wili meet with tht! announced his postponement for 
committee. . retirement. M~Guire, originally 
McGuire said he has chosen to 
remain active is his position with 
hopes of welcoming in a new dean 
and extend his hand in connecting 
the College of Agricullurc to its 
new administrnlor. 
"The college is in good shape,. 
and this is a very good job," 
McGuire said. "The pool of candi-
dates we have arc extremely qual-
ified and hopefully we will have a 
new dean emerge soon.''. 
Sign up now 
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Wainwright brings his quirky music to mainstream 
ROBERT HILBURN 
Los A!-.G"LES TIME.~ 
HOLLY\\'OOD- Rufus W:iinwrighl has 
been called everything from the Poof Daddy 
of pop (yes, he's gay) to a near genius (his 
music is indeed quirky and original) 10 the 
best pop arrival of 1998 (Rolling Stone). 
And the 25-year-old singer-songwriter is 
comfortable with it all. . 
"Well, there certainly are a lot of elements 
that one can mlk rbout with me. aren't there? 
. . . The sexuality one or the 'son of' one or 
maybe just the weird record one," the son of 
folk music stars Loudon Wainwright Ill and 
Kate Mi::Garriglc says good-naturedly. 
Whatever your tnke on him, Wainwright is 
.i breathtaking talent. His songs about roman-
tic yearning and heartbreak mix the tlourish 
and sophistication of Broadway, cabaret and 
pop traditions in ways that mnke most of his 
contemporaries seem flat-out pedestrian. 
His self-titled dt:but album was named one 
of the JO best wnrks of 1998 in the Vi1Jage 
Voice's annual poll of an estimated 500 U.S. 
pop critics. 
The New Yorker cheered, "His strongly 
emotive songs show a cinematic, lyrical grasp 
of unrequited love that can make you swoon." 
Echoed the Voice itself. "A literate and gifted 
melodist. an irrepressible font of wisecrack 
and dish." 
None of the acclaim has surprised Lenny 
Waronker. who as president of \Varner Bros. 
Records worked with such major pop figures 
as Fand\' Newman. Paul Simon and James 
Taylor.· 
"Knowing his parents, I thought that if 
Hufus' music was son of like !he mom musi-
cally and like the dad lyrically and vocally m0rc like I'm on a different planet. I haven't 
that it could be interesting;· says Waronkcr. 111c1 my fellow R11fu5 planet-mate." . 
who signed Wainw,ight to his new On stage, Wainwright is as talkative a5 he 
Dream Works label. "But the music was way is during interviews. He delights in sharing his 
beyond that. He is this wonderful char.icier thoughts between songs as much as his emo-
who is dearly out there by him5cJf - as ta!- tions in them - even if it is a5 inconsequen-
ented as it gets." tial a, the dt:or in his hotel room or a trou-
Not only is Wainwright's music daringly blesome curl in his hair. 
different in an era ofhip-hnp and alt-rock, but His casual dem:anor :it various Los 
his openness as a gay artist is rare for someone Angeles club appearances made it easy to 
starting his career. assume that he grew up around audiences, and 
Numerous artists. from Elton John to k.d. maybe even spent much of his childhood on 
Jang. have m:knowledged their homoscxuali- the road with his musical parents . 
ty, but almost alwa~•s long aft.!r their stardom But Wainwright didn't sec his parents 
was established. much as professional musicians. 
"I had no choice,'' Wainwright says. "I His father, one of the most talented folk-
cani:iot lie. I'm terrible at poker. Besides, no accented singer-songwriters to emerge in the 
one suggested that I should hide it. In the first '70s, and his mother, part of the well-regarded 
meeting with Lenny. I said. ·rm gay and rm duo Kate & Anna McGarrigle, were divorced 
not hiding it or changing any of the lyrics to when Rufus was 3, and he moved with his 
my songs.' He said. 'Fine,' and we signed a mother from upstate New York to Montreal to 
contract." be close to her sister and mother. She only 
Wainwright's pop influences may date toured a couple of weeks a year, preferring to 
back to the era of Cole Poner and before, but spend her time at home. 
there is something distinctly contemporary There wa, a lot of music in his life, mostly 
about him. what he heard at home or when visiting his 
He comes across as a perpetual bohemian. grandparent.~. whose taste leaned toward pre-
someone who would have fit in with F. Scou World War II parlor music or English music 
Fiizgerald in Paris in the '20s or Kerouac on hall. Wainwright studied cla,sical piano as a 
the road in America in the '50s as easily as he youth and fell under the spell of opera. 
· does with today's young taste-makers. "I was around 14. and I was so moved that 
Both his ·50s sideburns and the contrast- · I couldn't even listen to :my other kind of 
ing, mix· 'n' match feel of his powder-blue music forabout fouror five years," he says. "l 
jacket and olive T-shirt stamp him as someone was caught up in the intensity of the emotion 
who likes to stand apart. . . the way it went to your very soul." 
"I think I might have the old Wagner dis- He not only refers to operatic characters in 
ease," Wainwright offers. his song·"Darnmed Women," but also reaches 
''l'm a bit of a megalomaniac. I don't nee- for that emotional intensity sc much in his 
essarily think I'm the best in the world. It's music that his style has been dubbed "pop-
pcm."' a term he likes. 
By the rime Wainwright attended boarding 
school in upstate New York. he was exploring 
songwriting and testing himself in the spot-
light - as an actor. 
He won the lead in various musicals, and· 
after graduation he studied composition at 
McGill University in Montreal. Fceliug rest-
less. he quit after a year and a half. 
"I needed to get 0111 there and get some life 
experiences," he says. · 
"l wanted to do drugs, fall in love and stay 
up all night and Jive like a bum for a while." 
E . 
We'll p J to cash for your textbooks, 1 
alter w ere yo boUg · t the 
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· PAUL SCHWARTZMAN 
i::S:!G!IT RIDDER NE\V~P.\Pr:RS 
Furor 0\'erColnradn Shockjo;:k 
i-loward Stern h:is made a career out 
of hcing nnt just outrngeous, but 
genuinely offensive. Now Siem is 
w,in1; the Columbine High School 
massacre to push the comedy en\'C-
lnpe past the breaking point - and 
he's apparently getting away with it. 
Ridiculing midge,s, gays and the 
disabled is old stuff fur Stem. But 
just after the shootines, be told his 
coa~t-to-coast audience of 9 million 
that the two teen-age gunmen in 
Liuleton, Colo.. blew it because 
they did not have sex with their 
schoolmates before killing them-
selves. 
"Did those kids try to have sex 
with any of those good-looking 
!!irls?" Stem a:oked his audience, 
~vhich included Littleton. a suburb 
1>f Denver where the show airs 
weekday mnmings. "At least if 
you ·re going to kill yourself am! kill 
all the kid;. why wouldn"t you have 
smne se: .. T· 
Stern's remarks provoked a 
firestorm in Denver. Hnndreds of 
callers complained to tte radio 
station, KXPK, as well as to 
KCNC-TV. "hi::h broadca.-ts the 
··Howard Stem Radio Show" on 
Saturday nights. While the Denver 
Post and the Rocky Mountain 
News editoriailv i:ontlen,ned 
Stern. the Coloratlo Legislature 
demanded that KXPK- cancel 
Stem·s show. 
··Stern is a foulmouthetl. 
unfeeling slnb who has carYetl nut 
a car,.er based on his callous 
insensmvny to his fellow 
human<." wrote Dusty Saunders. u 
Rocky Mountain News columnist. 
Dem,;s Mcver. the owner of 
Office Liquidators in Den\·er, is 
among several retailers who ha"e 
yanked ads from KXPK and sister 
stations. 
•·11 was absolutely sickening," 
said Meyer, .whose neighbor. 
Daniel Mauser, 15, was killeu ir. 
the Columbine massacre. "l wait-
ed for the apology. and it n.:ver 
came. Not once <lid he say, ·Tm 
sorry." 
lnstead, Stem - who earns S20 
million a year - said his quotes 
were taken out of context. called 
Colorado legislato~ "hypocrites" 
a;·d accused his critics of being 
m·erlv sensitive. "I d3red to ask if 
kids llad sex." he said. ··so what? 
That's how l think." 
R:m-toned and dcfontly juve-
nile. Stern has lung delighted in 
rejecting the pre-pa.:kaged, sani-
tized persona of most radio ;ind 
tcle\'is1on hosts. 
•·oo vou mol'e vour bowels 
generally in the morning or in the 
evening?·· he asked Warren Beall\· 
last vea1. • 
But Stem's success has largely 
depended on an ability to dance up 
to the line of acceplahly outra-
geous taste, without traveling too 
far over. ln Denver. he clearly 
misstepped. 
"He has really gotten himself in 
quite a scuffle." said Tom Taylor, 
editor of the M Street Journal, 
which cm·ers the radio industry. 
•·Ho•vard was trying to do !he 
usual Stern thing. but it dearly 
was the wrong thing." 
Nor is he the first shock jock to 
recently talk hi1mclf into tr,Juble. 
Hosts in Kansas Citv and 
Charlotte, N.C., were a~ed for 
remarb made followinc the 
Col:,mbinc shooting. In Febrnarv. 
Dou!! (Greasernan) Tracht w~, 
lirel from his Washington, D.C.. 
radio job for sayinir. "No wnndc:-
peoplc drag them bi:hind trucks" -
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a rcfcrcm:e to the murder of James 
Byrd in Jasp,:r. Te.,. But Stern 
faces little danger of getting lhe 
'.mcik - not only because he has 
endured lnng enough to become a 
kind of cultural icon. but because 
he drnw~ huge ;;dvertising re, -
enuc. 
"He's an enormous mout:\'· 
maker - millions and millions," 
said Michael Harrison, editor o: 
Talkers maca1.inc. 
Yet l·fa;ison also said that the 
public's reaction in Denver. as 
well as in \Va~hington. is e\ idence 
that "the day of the shocK jock is 
ending because there is no more 
shock-left in shock." 
"What wouli.i be shocking." 
Harrison said, "is if someone on 
1hc radio wa~ decent. and hilarious 
and dignified." 
Stern\ agent Don Buchwald, 
did not return phone-calls, and Gi! 
Schw:mr~ a spokesman for CBS. 
which distributes his radio and TV 
shnw. declined to comment. 
Stern's TV shm, has not be;:n 
nearly as successful as he hc>pd.!, 
commandin!! onlv about 2 million 
\'ie,,·e,s. while :.Saturdav Nicht 
Liv.:';:" audience is aboui 8 n;i[-
Iinn. But his radio program 
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remains the countrv's third-largest 
:md shows no ~,,,n:, of weakening, 
··.\, Ion•: as there arc rebellious 
Vt,u;J. ,ten. Howard Stern will 
hu",.- a p!a,:~ ... s,1id ~-Iarjorie 
Preston, editor or Inside Radio. 
D~spite the public furor. Stern\ 
rnninn in Denv::r ha, refused to 
drop hi, silllw. llob Vi,otd:y. 
KXPK's general manager. urged 
lisrener., not tr, "iud!!c Howard on 
the basis of one ,-,, t \~·o inapp1 opri-
atc comrnen1, ... 
The Denver TV station that 
carries Stem's ~how i, pre-empt-
ing him this \\Cd for a special on 
the Columbine massacre. Marv 
Rock!ord, KCNCs general man-
ager. said the station would evalu-
:.te the future of Stern·s ,hnw ··on 
a day-to-day basis." 
The CPlumbine riff was nol 
Stern's only recent foray into 
tastelessness. Disrnssing the rapes 
of Kosovar refu11ecs. Stern said. 
'Those Albanian-women ar.: hot." 
ln 1982. he calkd Air Florida 
to ask the pri-c ,,fa one-way tick-
t:t af1er the airline·, 737 cr.1shed 
and killed 78 peopk. 
More rec~ntly. Stern playeJ 
gunshot sounds in the background 
while dis.:ussin~ the murder of 
Selena, the 1,opul::r singer. 
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NEWS 
Teens talk and listen - to 'Loveline's' Dr. Drew 
Drew 
Pinsky 
85 FORD RANGER, XLT, black, aulo, 
V·6, rebuilt engine and transmi»ion, 
112,xxx mi, good cond, $2,200 obo. 
-453-6021 or5A9·617.d. 
73 SCOUT, RUNS god. 33• tin,s, 
30A ensi,no, SSOO, a:' j49-0267. 
El CAMINO '82, new engine, ••'P"n• 
sion, brakes, front et1d, sun roof, i.-us-
tam interior, ca!l 5A9-95]9?. •. 
HCNDAS FROM S5001 Police im· 
~und,, lox repo,, end US Mcrshall 
xlf:/:t ~r• coll 1 ·800-319· 
86 VW GOU', 5 ,pd, wi,II moint, very 
d~n, runs great, no rust, $1500 mud 
sell, 102,xxx mi, call 549·9623. 
SHARI ROAN 
Los ANGELES TIMES 
LOS ANGELES - The caller is 
IS-year-old Jasmine. who is having 
sex with a former boyfiiend who is 
now 'Just a friend." 
"I'm just sort of confused about 
it," she says. "I don't know what to 
do." 
It is nearly midnight, but the phone 
lines are still buzzing on "Loveline," a 
nationally syndicated radio show that 
offers advice on love, relationships 
and sex - OK. mostly sex. 
As Jasmine speaks, "Loveline" co-
host Dr; Drew Pins!,.-y. listens with the 
intent look people have when trying 
to hear what's not being said. 
"He is. not involved with Y,ou," 
Pinsky, known to his fans ·as Dr. 
Drew, tells Jasmine, 
'That's what I'm getting nervous 
about," she t<.1ys. 
"Jasmine, he is not involved. He's 
just having sex." 
"But ... " 
"He's not involvc.-d." Pinsky 
insists. "How does that make 
· · •:_-,,, you feel? Awful. I susp,!CL 
, :~, And that is the price you 
pay. You are subju 
gating yourself." All this makes Dr. Drew someone 
Within minutes after the show parents, if they haven't already heard 
ends, Pins!,.')' is of him, should know about. 
out the door and on his way home to "I doubt. there is anyone in the 
nearby Pasadena, where the country more in position to reach out 
University of Southern California- and connect with young people;' says 
trained internist has a private medical Drew Altman, director of the Kaiser 
practice and i~ director of the chemi- Family Foundation, a nonprofit health 
cal dependency unit at Las Encinas organization. 
Hospital, a substance abuse and men- Parents who tune in to the radio 
ta! health treatment facility. version of "Loveline" or watch the 
If that weren't enough to keep him · MTV show may be a little shocked at 
busy, Pinsl,.-y also co-hosts a version the idea that this is the source ofinfor-
•Jf "Loveline" on MTV. ' mation for America's youth on the 
The highly popular MTV program delicate topic of sex. 
also features comedian Adam Carolla With Carolla at the helm, 
- a caustic and witty co-host who "Loveline" is a raucous event that, at 
relishes the outrageous - along with its worst, borders on degrading, and, 
newcomer Diane Farr, an actress and al its best, provides vital information 
model. on sexual health. 
There's a constant sense of "Loveline's" heavy dose of titilla-
urgency about PinsJ,.-y. But then, at age lion draws in young t;eople who, 
41, he may be the only medical doctor Pins!,.')' hopes, will so'tk up some use-
in America that teen-agers want to ful information in the process. 
talk - and listen - to. And listen "You put me in a box in a white 
they do. His late-night radio show coat, do you think anybody under 20 
(Sunday-Thursday ), based at Los is going to hear a word I say'!' notes 
Angeles station KROQ-FM, attracts Pinsky. 
about 2 million listeners nationally. Letty Ramirez, a counselor at a 
And MTV's "Loveline" is the top- Los Angeles community health clinic, 
rated cable program in its late-night began listening to "Loveline" al age 






he voi·ce of supposed to be listening to it." 
/· - "Me and my little brother used to 
,csr::.:~c .(<f.<· 0 ' medical reas~n mid a sneak the radio illlo my room and lis-
,.,,, _;,. . . · ,,.~·-. cacophony of bizarre and ten 10 it late at night," she recalls . 
. , (t--·'-' · . ,: · · A racy questions and After years of tuning in to Dr . 
. ~'.::::;__..,, • raunchy jokes, Pinsky Drew, Ramirez, now 23, describes the 
/'- .. •· does not have an easy show's appeal: "I think kids listen to it 
,_~..,,,. task. But his reach and because they know Adam is going to /j -•~,;. ,...~. :·.'t•""- influence continue to say something perverted. But then, 
~· /ii 1: li~t~r,~-- -::'·::,~:,}f\,.·. CaroEi~: ;~;::~ ~!f. ::~:ii~~IiJ2ff;i}~~i:i~ 
~~ le/ umn. i~ developing a Web site part of their charm," Ramirez 
·J;.,~ Ji and has visions of his own daytime explains. "Dr. Drew then· disagrees 
·-,1~;;} , . ., TV talk show. and says, This is the way it is ... .'" 
Gus says: Spring time is yard sale timer Earn extra cash with a 
spring garage or yard sale. You can place a 3 line yard sale ad for 3 ,.. -
days for only $3 in the D.E. Classifieds! 
86 TOYOTA CRESSIDA, 130,xxx mi, 93 NISSAN SENTRA SE, a/c, good I Good u,-.d home, for >0le,lO wide, 
la~~"1;:,01t~i•~-0"t.s6~ cone!, 99 ,xxx mi, sunroof, new ~res, 1~ ;b'be,d~-4 wide, ~f1~ 1m 
---------1 s_J_spoo-. 3-"rtbo_.s.s.i-&9-:1-S5_1eo_.n:_•·1-c_e_s_ •. , JYe,yova,, •. • 
86Pl.YMOUTHHORl20N,-4dr,5 C'dale, 1996, l6x80,lo11ress,3 
,pd, 0/c, new ports, run, greet, Mon· bdrm, 2 both, d/w; .tiding~= cir, 
Fri alter 5pm, 618-98-4·2197 STEVE lHE CAI! DOCTOR Mobile al~la,s ;'l"'~id1by side -~, t n· 
90 ACURA LEGEND, 27 V6, 2-4 V, 
e;i(c concl, many new parts, 2 door. 
118 mi, S-4750, obc. 5A9·5ln. 
1994 NIS5AN MAXIMA, fuU option, 
sunroof, leuther i11tcrior, cd player, 
130.xxx, $7200 obc. 1989 Acura 
legencl, ox: cond, $3600 obo. Call 
5A9·73SA. 
87 BMW 325, 2 dr, auto, o/c, p/w, 
ru»~,$2-499,351 6129. 
89 NISSAN PICKUP, 120,xxx mi, 5 
:nechcnic. He ma~ hou,,. cells, -457- rived in°s' ~. ,::,, •~~c:,i:,,o b~'leh 




71 HARLEY DAVIDSON XL900, 
1porhter, electric star!, mild'rake, 
leather corbin sect, $3395, 351· 
0809, may toke por1ial !rode. ~G~F~~!~1nT!~• :O~~ 
8-4 HONDASHAOOW,700 CC, grecl we.her. drver. l'."s. etc. s2'Q.397-4 
condition, S1300 obo, must sel!, cell USED FURNITURE, enfiques, resale 
.5-49·-4l69- items of ell londs, 208 N 10th M'boro, 
Homes Thors, Fri,Sat 10--4, c:all 687-2520. 
tJ~t~; 351-~ti. new fires, 2 TVSTANO ~5, oollee table & end 
Musical 
We can videotape your event. Pidure> 
to video. CD burning. Sound Care 
Music, Sole, Serna,, DJ',, Kcrooke, 
Recording Studios, PA & ligh~ng. 
-457·56Al; 
MlvO(-CB ?·piece drum,.;,; lop hol, 3 
%jf~~'.~21:1e6~ike new, $A99, 
Electronics 
Computers 
MAC PERFORMA 630CO 6$mhz, 
28.8 modem, HP color printer, rnoni· 
tor, Quark Xpres.s, don,, ilia,1ra1cr, 
$325 oho, 529-7582 
---------I CHARMING A BDRM, 3 bnlhbrick table, $10, 2 lomp, $2 ea, J.,.,e •!"" ---------t 37TOYOTASU?'<A, good cone!, must ranch hcmew/c:ountry setting, c.,.k, $15, 2 chair, $10 ea, d,=r & 
~~iJEri:~r~~r~· ;]~:::: ~p~:::d. ~:~;a:: ::::.6: ;:~ngo· :~t1;.~~ar$35, 2 lans $5 
_________ 
1 
a!,Je,chromewheels,cxw,newbot- law, lg lotchen & living room, high FORSALE:SUPERsinglcwaterbed,6 
te,y, sla~er. S950 cbo. 529·212-4. r!i;l':.=fn "=di~;:,t t~~,)0, ~2;:'t~ii.7&0.heodbcard, 86 HONDA ACCORD, A dr, 5 ,pd, 
a/c. good a:md, mu1t sell, $1,250, 
.54'i·A682. 
85 CHM C· 10 long bed, c/c. runs 





'90Pl.YMOUTH IASER, oulo, 112-""" 687·2-497, .A28MurphySt,U'Boro. 
mi, $1500 obo, call529·2066. 
Mobile Homes Appiiances 
1981 BUlCK REGAL, 6 cyl., runs good 
$300. Call 9-A2·80l8. 1-4x52 FlEE!WOOD,2bclrm, in-_________ I dvdesshecl &carport.Asl:ing 
1987 NISSAN SENTRA hatdibodc. 2 $l3,000. Call .549-3717' 
~~t r;r.:x,, ~ ir1oob"r,985· • ~?~lr~$moot~jnA9~d 
-42-43. 3831. 
-------,-1---,-:-----
....... 11,. · .. ,. ,., 
: .. : ..... •,.•••:,,~-,. ••,.••••I~.:-,." .. •, ,•.Y •~• .. •,f,,.,,, .. ,f (,••'•••••'!-,.: ••• ~. 
. ~S"UR,.&1'TC,E 
All Drivers 
Aqto-- tlo~e - Motorcycle 
Monthly PaymP.nt Plans 





i FOR SAi.Ei CANOES and Kayab. 
I 
Dagger, Pe=pfion, Fea1heraaft, Bell 
Wenonah, Curren! Design, Shawnee 
Trails Oullitt .. , 529-2313, . 
Miscellaneous 1---------
! DESIGN pro[ed ~ORIAN solid 
1 ocrylic 70 color> sheels & ships, ell 
sizes below cosl per lb . .457-2326. 
1 SUBlfASOR NEEOED, $.425 + ufil 
from June 15 ~II Aug 15, 606 E Pork, 
Call Jason .457·2517 an)'1ime. 
AVAIL NOW THROUGH Ju~·28, 2 mi 
tob';:1~~~5•2g~ 13, 1 bdrm, 
Meadow Ridge 1 /3 sub needed, a/ c, 
w/d, d/w. Avail. for summer. 529· 
0958. 
Apartments 
ff,'lUJl DUH 11/lJI 
SchiRi~mJY Mgmt 
RENT THE SESTI 
lbclnn. 
$375/mo Mrry lease 
2bdrm 
Newt 905 Perl:, 1015 Autumn 
Point 
.4bdnr. 
.40.4 Mill, fireplace Mrry lecno 
fRIDAY, MAY I, I YYY • I/ 
RAWUNGSTM'T 
516 S Rawlings SI 1 bdrm $29.5, 2 
bdrm on u~I ind, 2 bib from SIU, 
Duplexes 
I laundry on ,ite, call .457•6786. 
----------' 1 BRECKENRJDGE APTS 2 bdrm, unlum, 
no pe1s, display 1/.4 mne so! Arena 
NEW, 2 BDRM, furn, c/a, energy el- on.51,.457·.43B7 or-457-7870. 
. lie, 'une & Aug lease, 707 W Col• 
I~•. Poul 8ryonl Rentals, .457-.5664. · 3 BDRM, 2 beth, 320 S Hanseman, 
avail Aug, a/c, w/d, storage shed, 
$650/mo, S.49-2090. 
311 WlkJin, I &2bdrm,lg& 





i;;;,i~%"."'• n.nl di,counl $350·$550/mo; 549-1898. , AVAIL AL'~. NICE 2 bdrm, dean, stu----------1 dy, o/c, pels ok, $440, 6081 N. 
529-2954 or 549-0895 ---------1 MURPHYSBORO RENTALS, cpls & SprinAer, 867·2t.d8, local. 
E-mail onke@midwe,r.nor "'P?roSdSeEVEr, downR!DGsEto, -,~'-Ca'!!; bdn!::',_~/ houses and mobile homes 1-2 bdrm,, t>tsoio, 6 mi N of Cdole, ni<e 2 
,:no ., ,t~ =•r Call687-177.4. !'drm,cppl,deck,w/dhookup,ceil-
2 Bedroom Apl, near SIU, furn, ale remedied l<itchen, Call 529·.4657. 109 lens, no pets, $375/mo, cvoil 
Visil carpel, well maintained, start fall 99' .-----------, I AuR 1, 867-27.52. 
The Qawo House, from $475/rno, .457•4422. •. > I MOVE IN TODAY, dean 1 bdrm, 11 -:::::::::::::==:;:::===:::; Yard Sales 
Pl.ACE A CLASSIFIED ad for a =rd "'-· D i1y ~• • n1· h Ir-le & • FREEDoilyi:,,-,..;~ me 01 uanso ine 28DRM,.412EHESTcR,c/a,ceiling .4145 Gra omnope!s utilnol R h 
~slers '/;,':iern,evo~rvarif ;;j~! WV:::f!~~.f~~-~;;,i'j~~ss. 1 Bedroom Apl, near SIU, !um, a/c, · fans, lg rooms, wood deck, $5-40/mo, ind $225/mc, .529-3.581. OC fl.all 
~::.·"i•,!-!C,:_,,,~'.·, • • • .,i;J'l'i' .. i,;;~".·;:11 ---G-EO-R-GET_O_WN ____ , ;tt:~1s~it~~~- start fall . w/d,.528-0744, or549-7180. MURPHYSBORO, 2 BDRM, carp,,!, Rentals ~"'" · ~"'I 28DRM 2 SIW s /d air,nopets,$260/mo,687-.4577,or 
. ~r,t . . , . . . ,,t· ., Lovely newXm~u~ fur 2, 3 4. wood d.d<~~tling ~11;,;'e ~.. 967-9202. Ho.use· s 
WALKER RENTALS, 2 & 3 bdrm hooo Wl)!1.v~~-it J:?l~1g7_ HOUSES AND APARTMENTS $490/mo, 528-0744, 529-7180. 
~::: Umbd.:i:~o~~':}!!"'." 1, 2, 3, ~,~;ts'1'29:.o1~fi'tunlum, SPAOOUS 2BDRMw/carpor1, star- Townhouses I 
pus, no pets, call 457·5790. SOPHOMORE UVING age, cndw/d hook-up, $400/mo, 
----------! den Perle, very lg 2 bd;,~!h~fully ~~2JJ~~:~ ~r l:t,... avail"""· 687"4458 or .457·6346· 2421 s Illinois, lg 2 bdrm, fen<ed po- U318'~alnuJ,:,J }g 5. Bd:, a/c, w/d; li/uE,i 
2fullbtli, $1000/mo. .'. 
~vail!Aug: 15tli," :, 
~~:.=~;:.-?-mo~~o, !um, <entral !ieot, a/c, & more, call .549-612.5 or 687-4428. I 60, w/d, d/w, ceiimg lens, mini· • . 












_· -----1 STUDIOS, CIEAN, QUIET, furn or un- iit~::iE~;~E~:. ~~~,i~~rs's1[:'l:t2ti,;,, 
G-REI\-J-LOCA--JIO-N-,-MAJO--R-rem--odel--1- SAtU~ HAU, nj dership, dean ~529'.j/fs.,h ind, no pels, $235, _leov_• m_e_,sa_A_.______ ~:i1:i~tu;::ti:'.,fl't;:,o.45?. 
ing ready far £all, 2 bdrm house. f:: ;';,lp•1~j~o~!::,:1er I------,-----=;.;...- I COUNTRY, UKE NEW, lg 2 bdrm, un· 819"'• 529•2013• Chris B. l r:/!~i!t~~wf ~;j 
~i ~S=~~: ~'fs90f ·s _1u_or_co_11 _2_9--J8_1_s. ____ I ~ ::~~!~~~: iaso: dose ~K.• $3~5"{,;.,,°'."'J;~: d2t~i1ir.s Brand New, n:z Gordon In, large 2 
ff J5rm"ho':'.ta-~9~!2~i) Aug, LARGE STUDIOS, pre! grad, unfum, 1 529-3815, no ;>els. ti':'.'i ;;i:r d'!,',;;;{:'l~~. 
HiO/.trsff pd, '$.165/mo-.1 
Avau:·~1;11ti6~J 
---------,--1 year lease, Mirt or Aug, dean, quiet, i M'BORO, Effl<: PlUS, dean, quiet, Top Cdale loca~~ns, 1 & 2 bdrm se:~~~~1 ~'.;~'lI9-2&1:/~ris 8, 
CC.ALE, FOR RENT 3 bdnn house fur no pels,$260•call 529•3Bl5• gas, water/lrash paid, $225, 10min furn opls, only$255 lo $350 mo, 
i6~2i0:Ercoil~e:~ 
s bd;.w/dili/u~;Nc:/.\·~,1 
Aug, 2 bdrm cpl, no pels, fir>I and ColomaltastApi.;modem26drm, toSIU,549-617.oleveninAS, indwater/lra.h,nopeb,(toko 
Ja,t, plus deposit. Caff 684·56.4_9. ~nfum, carpelecl, a/c, quiel residen• home lisls in yard !xix 01.i0BS 1 MWinJ!;'~xa!!:_A,ug}6.~ ~B~;: ~~~n~!~k~ui:'::;~~ 
~;:r,';!;1nti,~:,'/::~i :~• . ~si~~\';,~~~~t'°&I~; 2 ~rl call 684-AU5 or 684· 
cr.-er, call3.51·9168. Seeusot mi east on Rt 13, ~Ike Honda,open-
carpel, laundry, .529-2.535. ir462'.E,. Shldii~::1 
I 
TOWNHOUSES I 'Efff:ft:¾i;llio+lriisli\i:iidi Rooms Ccmondo!eHousing.a,m ~'i}4~•~-o:m~ full, :U833· _ 
In C'dale', Historic Dishid, dewy 
=,~~;'ti~~'. 529-sb'a1i. 
PARK llAC!: EAST, $165-$185/mo, ~!:~9~~jf.'se 1oS1u, free pone-
ONE BDRM APT, !um or unfum, no 
pels, musl be neal end dean, for 21 
or aver, coll .457-7782. See us at 
, CarbondoleHousinA.cam 
______ .;:.;;_ _ I BREN'IWOODCOMMONS studio, I 
· :r1~~~~~~~~t.dose 
friendly mgmt SUMMER SPECIAL cs 
low cs $175/mo, Coll 529·22.41. 
Y_OGA HOUSE, near SIU,~°!;j;,;;0 ~ ~f1, ~-"J.?t'Jll'(J'/lrash, 
l<ild,en, non-sn,ol<ing, medi~an, NlCE 2 & 3 BPkl-\ opls, fishing & 
_s1_7S_/_mo_,_uh1_i_nd_, .457_•_60_2.4_. _ I CARBOND.&J.E, 1 BlK £rom compus, I ~:.~:.#oo'. miaowave, son-y nc 
at.!l0WFreeman, 3 bdrm 
~~ ~~~~j;~mo, 549· :m1.lb ~9t~iioi'.· no pels, . ~,:!O:t;l~{12~~k, 
2575• • , ----------- 'erDr,687-23l.4;lrom$285·$350, 
Cdoleareo, 1 &2bdrm,lum 
apls, only $210 to $335/mo, ind 
water/1ra,h, 2 mi wes! cl Krager', 
West. no pets, call 684-41.45 or 
68.4-6862. 
1 BDRM APT, avail now, on farm 
S.W. of C'dale, ~uiet, carport, e!ec 
heo!, hun60A & fi.hinil, 68.4-3413. 
2 BDRM APARTMENT OR DUPI ::X, 
c/a, w/d, quiel area, avail A,,,d, no 
doil• ollawed, 549-0081; 
306 W College, 3 bdrms, · $19.Eimo; 'AvaiJ:·May 27; 
fum/unfum,c/a,Augleases,coll · ,.-, .. - --~•- ~- >,'.l 
541'-4808. Must take house the date 
Family 2 bdrm on Beo:!le Dr, w/d, it is available or don't call. 
d/w, whirl~ 1ub, gorogo, breoklasl , NO exceptions 
bar, privale len<ed patio, garden ,
1 
window, avail Aug, .457•8194, 529-
2013, Chns B. 
529--3513 
... * .................. ~ .... ~.; •i 1)-a; •iti t tje; (rtjt; •) .;,;,; (; •i 
·1• t!!}· Alpha's Building: 
! ,::r a: Again on i 
$200/mo, awn bolhrocm/basemenl. 
dose lo campus. Muil be neal & able 
to bcl,ysi1 oa:osional)y, 529-51 ll · 
------1 ! • Gordon Lane! ... 
~i'i~~t~~r:~,'stt. ; Spectacular Professional Family Housing! 
from compus, no pels, summer & fall; ,,, 
i BDRM, NEWLY remodeled, unhm, . call .457-5923. ; 2 Bedroom Townbomes wi_fh •~ 
· do... to campus, no pois. avail imme- -.---,------I 'f' ~ 2 mas~er suites each ~ 2 car garage w/ ~ 
Roommates 
Ambassador HaU ~ 
Furn Raoms/1 Bl~ N Campus, Ufii 
Paid/Scleliile TV. Summer, 
CEStCon1radA"10il. 457-:Z:12; 
2 BDRM APTS BEGINNING MAY, 
r FROM$37ST0$.¾75, 1 BLOCK 
.hare 2 bdrm !railer near 1.ogan, FROM SIU, .d57·22J.2. 
-$87.50+ 1/2ufil, cvoil naN,' no 
lease, 9a.5-8943. AVM, -2 BEDROOMS a.-e fumi.hed, 
-=;,,,,:,,=:-,r=~,-:r:~r=::,,,-l redecora1ed, dose lo campus, and 
reasonably pric:ed al $450/monlh 
Good selection wll avoiloble. Wood-
_____ _,;, __ -! rulf Mana~emenl@.457-3321. 
: NICE 3 BDRM home needs 1' • 2 non IARGE 2 l!DRM apt>, coble park• . r~:s.~r~iiv:~.t~9~2. l~~u~J~.~,~~-i.rr;;, one 
C'dcle, nice 1 & 2 bdr.:-,, unhrm 
i ONE ROOMMATE NEEOED, nice cpl apartmenls, dose lo campus, 606 Easl 
on College Sl, $22.5 a rnonlh, nolind Park. no pets 1-618-893-4737. 
, utilirie>. Cc! 3.51-13.41. 
· PROFESSIOI-W. FEMALE want> lo 
shore nice !um homo will, 
.. inlemoijonal ,tudenl, cali 529-1501. 
diarely,$350,529·3B15. 3BDRM,Aa.OSSMillfromSIU,Aug •i' w/whirlpool tub. opener 1 
15• .457•2860- -.. ~ 1/2 bath do·wnstairs 'S' breakfast bar ·i' 
NICE 1 AND 2 BDRM APTS CAll. 
529-5294 OR 5.49-n92 anytime 
plenty ol pcrldnR, c/0 & "5'[~::._ 
LG EFFIC, I 6'X28', loft celli~, yard, 
3 bib to SIU, $16.5/rno, 30.4¼ E Col· 
IOAe, avail now, call, 687-2475. 
1 BDRM near campus, some 2 bdnru 
at reduced roles, avail summer, Coll 
Goss Properly Mano!ler>, 529·2620. 
1 BDRM from $240-$370, 2 BDRM 
from $355-$470, year lease, deposll, 
no pets, S29-2SSS. · 
NEWER 3 BDRM, near ~ new 
carpel, 2 balhs, a/ c, Roon,c:l c.ttic, 9 
or 12 mo lease, Call 529-5881. 
NICE 1 BDRM, $22.5/mo, 2 lxlm,, 
$275/mo, downtown Murpl,yu,oro, 
6B7•1873. 
SMAit ONE BDRM• heo1. water & 'i' ~ 9 ft. ceilings ~ garden window·•' 
1rash int!, furn, quicl, w/d avoil,sin9le !. ~ ceiling fans b~ patio ! 
OCCJPf:lncy, seriou$ students only. • 
$275/mo.Coll529-7252. •;529-2013 cfl..-: m! 457-8194-i' ---------1 •i· (home) ·JlD..11.•.llS-.u.v (office) -.. 
l?E~~~=~=~il-1 ·•· CbrisBB194@aoJ.com •;• 
Fi'eshmJin &Sophs 
. Upperclass'inen, . 
Grad Students . 
, Couples. 
21 _and Over . • ·.; •·· 
Call 5'9-4808 (No Pets) 
Ren!all'rlcalistsat511 S.Ash& 
COUNTRYV1LIAGE, 2 bdm,, w/d 11':.:._3_1:.9:.W:.._w _ n1_ "_u1:.by~:.fron:._•_cloor:.:.:.., . . 
I=-: vp: orgcroge9_c._/«>rpa1 •• nopoolpe, r-. · "'""' nxiw.!w. ,. 1,3&ABDRMNICEHOUSES,yr 
' trn~: or IN9fling> "57·6J91, ~itoo~~::r· .... 
A57·7A27. ___: 
: ~~~~~~.:?it-1e 2BEDR<>OO 
May, Coll 351-9178. GREATlOCATION, 11 barf,, c/a, 
major mnocleling, avail fuD, $550 per 
mo, 618-896-2283. 
612WOlERRY, 3 bdrm,c/a, 
· TOWN & COUNTRY, wdont rwal, 3 $600/ma, 705 N James, 2 bdrm, 
!t;']t1t~~W°/ma, ova~ $380/ma, call 529-.4657. 
30RA BuRM, 1 ba1h,w/d,a/c,326 Rf.'AOOB£D,5 ~ ~. 2 bailu, 
~~-• ava1 in lkz/, call 549• ;!:: lJ::1roa• 303 E He,ler, no 
• F>JJ4Y HOUSING, UNITY l'OINT 3 WRM, REMODElfD, cla.. IQ carn-
=:i'::~~~,:/:,h !hat 
bdrm, buih 98, Rl zoning, w/d, d/w, 
. :t.i'~':!(;~1-dJ :i;:tager,daw, 
cl?a.'•"57·819A,5:>9·2013, 
3 BDRM HOUSE near Rec:, a/c, w/d, 
~~rl:'~rd=r 
3 IIORM HOUSES , IJar!inglkzf. 
608 W. Rigclan, air, w/d, gas 
hoot • .tining room. $.,195. 
610W.Rigclan,c.c,w/d,gas 
heal,,_ houw, $525. 
510W.Owor.s,.....,c/a&gas 
l:';;~ngw(:;,,.~1J:xmca• 
i ~ ~::.~9-~l. pus,gasheat,ref.rwicm+~,awail 
--------- I /wrl,687-2520,I,, mess. • _ 
21io-m-onl,:1213N. 
Bridge, cit, w/d, $.,ISO. 
1 BEDROOM 
lots of ln!es, behind 111.ol E. Re-
ndlman. avail Auoust. 618 896· 2283. 
SUMMER SUBlIASE, 4 BDRM. near 
campus. remodeled, super nice, cathe-
clrol ceilings. w/d, 2 barh, no pets, 
$BAO/mo, 5.49•3973 or ."49·9605. 
ACROSS lliE STREET FROM CAMPUS, 
Newly remodeled 5 bdrm house, 
~°;ff,:.~~ '!::l!::.=,t~, 
529·529.4 or 5A9-n92 cnvtime. 




t10l1Bridgo• Alr.W,1l.f<15, " 
:=: 1013 Bridge· ~tonguhed. .: · 
;~1213Brldg•• Alr.W,'D.t<OO .. ~ 
:=•408 1/, S. James •Nl!AI campus, Air .• :• 
.:: s,oo. :::· 
\!\ 3 Becb.·oom ;l; 
=~ Houses :!: 
I! :::::::::I'.:\E I 
2 IDRM HOUSE near campvs, air 
gas heat. 
2 IORM HOU;t near rec.-• 
~f:.?mlor2or3~ 
2 »f:J 3 80IIM houMs, a/c, w/d, 
ffl0W9<1.,.,,d,q,Mtcno, 1lar1stkrf, 
"57·A2l0. _ · , 
BARGAIN RENTS, C'clale cno, 3 
bdrm houses, o,q $,US mo, car-
port, w/d, lree gross/.rnh..7..r.:; •· 
wmt 01 Kroger's West, no pet,, 
caD 68.ol·AlAS or 68.4·6862. 
C.al45N210. 
Mowingclcne. 
NICE :J IIORM HOUSE, d/w, w/d, t; :5c:,rnr41~ cno,avail 
2 IOIM HOI rse. 1 ml nor1h rJ ~. 
quielarea, biRyardcalJ 5"9-0081. 
FAil A BlXS"' campus 2, 3 bdrm, 
well lept, oir, .,./d, no pets, 12 mo 
lease, 529-3806, 68.4·5917 OYes. 
J~~~~1i1~\~_}.~_t.·ll_ '. 
._FALL 1;,_~~~~-
1@.~ 1 UNIVERSITY HALL 
-~. ·.. More Than Just a Place to Live, 
I! ~~ ::.rt-. It's The Way le Live! 
'Ii: Is Univcri;itv Hall Your 
Best Housing Cho'icc al SIU? 
....... .;·.:.,.,.,,•,; 
! ,_.f _·onununical11.Ht', i .. }i~~count l-:'i::i~ 
1:dck;?:;e 
wrr 
lliE DAWG HOUSE, 




806 1/2 N. Brldgo St. #3, $265"mo 
805 W. Main #1 • $285"' mo 
423 W. Monroo #1·$295"' mo/1 
$320'2mo/2 
~ Bedroom, 
805 W. Main 
112, 4 & 5 • $295'"mo/1, $335"' mo/2 
#6 • $335'" mo/1, $350"' mo/2 
423 W. Monroo 
114 • $295" moll. S335'-~ mo/2 
905 W. Sycamore 
;13. $335''' moll. S350:r.. mo,2 
u.1. S335·' moll. $350" mo/2 
210 S. Sprini1cr 
B,1rg;iin Rcnl,b 
(? '.f1!r-~ ,,.,,;•,t nt Kror;rr West) 
: L:rlrm. Ft;~rnshcd ,'\n.~rtrncnts 
lol-AinN.obiletlarnes, 1998, 
16x60,2bclnn,lum,c-..la/c, 
gas heat, .wgy olflc, w/d. lffllil 
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(Most Havo W/D 
some have c/a) 
z. ~. Furnished 
804 ½ N. Brid~t! St.· $36S"" mo 
909C • W. Sycamore • $335"1 mo 
911 W. Sycamore• $420"' mo 
(plus office) 
.l .!kd.ml2m, Furnished 
S. James - 400, 404, 406, 407 & 409 
$470''mo/2 (S495'" mo/3) 
1, Bedroom, Fur:iishcd 
~Lmm.us. 
410 • S. Forest• $650·' rr.o"'· 
804 - W. Sdr.-;artz - $870--' mo* 
v:/ ~eek 
.,I. 
",\II houses 1·./as:erlsks 
t,ave centril: air 
T\:Q T)ETJ(' 
1 , l " -
684A 145 0 r 68:.1-6862 
I 
CLASSIFIED 
'lid-Ai~ ~,. tbnes, llrond New 
1 m, ux10, 21x1nn, 21vn balhs, 
lvm, antral a/,:, gcu heat,~ 
'fft~~'jj 5i9~r-:f. ;;"~r,h, 
12.c60 l\>71,EOEN,ga,"""1,remo-
:)tcru!~~~~~~;ng, 
Mobile Home Lots 
~-~~'::!t.;;!'~:: 
:J~j~~ih =--=c~P.:,\ .. · 
liable lran!fX)rtation i, required. Sub-
jed lo badtground chedt. Send ,.. 
wme lo: J!")' Konkel, 604 E. College, 
Cod,ondole, ll 62\>0 I. EOf:t: . 
You!h Coutuelor/Ca~•~'ii!'~ Ri 
nuires a BA and 2 yn. related ex· 
perience. Provide W\'lc:n lo arreitecl 
juvenile ollendm in order lo prevenl 
,ubsequonl offenses. Duties include 01• 
seument, CDUnieling, cma m~ 
ment, community services and aisis 
Jnteivention semu,. Mu.i bo able lo 
pall requin,d bacl<groun-:1 chech. 
Send resume lo: YSP Diredol, 604 E. 
College, Ccrbondcle, ll 62\>0I. EOE. 
:::i:r.~,i'tl:;'.~ti ... ~~~9 
dude greeting dfenl>, answering 
l::i: ~!~~·::~-;,~etfu':on 
Resource Diroclor, 604 E. College, 
Corbondolo, IL 62\>0I. EOE. 
Receplionisl, full-time, Monday-Fri• 
cloy. Duties include grootin11 dienl>, 
;~ e·~"!!':~~;: .. 
Ii=. ~~~2~. io't.· 
718 S. Forest #] 
509 1/2 S. Hays 
402 1/2 E. Hester. 
406 1/2 E. Hester 
408 1/2 E. Hester 
.410 1/2 E. Hester 
208 W. Hospital#} 
210 W. Hospital #2 
703 S. Illinois #}01 
703 S. Illinois #}02 
612 1/2 S. Logan 
507 1/2 W. Main #A 
507 1/2 W. Main #B 
507 W. Main #2 
400W.Oak#3 
410 W. Oak#l-5 
414 W. Sycamore #E 
414 W. Sycamore#W 
404 1/2 S. University 
406 S. University #4 
334 W. Walnut#} 
334 W. Walnut #2 
703 W. Walnut #E 
ffli1¥1fHM@N 
408 S. Ash 
504 S. Ash#l 
504 S. Ash #3 ° 
504 s. Beveridee 
514 S. Beveridge #l 
514 s. Beve.idge #2 ** 
903 N. Carico 
407 W. Cherry Cc. • 
406 W. Chestnut 
310W.College#l 
310 W. Collegc#2 
310 W. College#] 
310W.Cdlege#4 
500 W. College#} 
115 S. Forest • 
303 S. Forest 
718 S. Forest ,,,3 
405 E. Freeman 
.. l).llLY illl'YllM .... 
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WANTED SUBSTIIUTES, TEACHERS 
aides and looch cc,,erage !or summer 
program. Mui! he... 2 )11'1 college w/ 






MIGRANT EDUCATION NEEDS 
leach.rs 0,,d subs June-Oct, asso-
•Administrative Aulllanls 
•cus1amorSemce 
~ ~ j 6B~-~~ii.'Y~~- -~~ 
WEST SUBURBAN mason contrac1or 
need, a loborer, rnusl he... OW'1 trans· 
parlotion, bo dependable and pl,ysi-
'Roceplionim 
•AccountingOerh 
lET US KllP YOU BUSY Al1 SUMMER 
lONGI 
1'1 ~- A fJJ!lD ®fp)r ll11l ~i:kl1~ at'.o/~D-tirne, Earn T~Ai!,~~: ,\m,jl"""1 
We offer o variely of os,ignmenl> wiih 
Chicogoland', Top Companies 
WEB PROGRAMMERS 
& CONSULTANTS 
WEB 2001 w200l.com 
Schaumbu~ERS ~~ 
1847] 843·2222 (630) 971-3333 
Great 
Selection of Houses 
o Bel-Aire 
Mobile Homes 
. 900 E. Park . 
Just 2 blocks from campus, 
- ' 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms! 
1998 16x60 _2 Bedroom 
BRAND NEW! 
1999 14x70 2 Bedroom 
\:, •Furnished . •Shady Lots 
•Quiet Park , •Cable 
•Natural Gas •Laundry next door 
.Summer Rates Availabl 
Sorry, Not Pets · 
_ , Show_ing M-F 1 o~5 pm or by 
appointment 529-1422 or 529-4431 
402 1/2 E. Hester 408 \YI. Cherry Ct • 
406 1/2 E. Hester 406 W. Chesmut 
408 1/2 E. Hester 303 W. College 
410 E. Hester•• 500 W. College #2 
703 W. High #E 104 S. Forest 
703 W. High #W 115 S. Forest • 
208 W. Hospital #l 120S. Forest 
515 S. Logan 303 S. For.est 
612 S. Log.,n 409 E. Freeman 
612 1/2 S. Logan 411 E. Freeman 
507 1/2 W. Main B lWGlenview 
906 W. McDaniel 507 S. Hays 
908 W. McDaniel 509 S. Hays 
400W.Oak#3 511 S. Hays• 
5ll N. Oakland 513 S. Hays• 
1305 E. Park 514 S. Hays 
202 N. Poplar #l 402 E. Hester ** 
301 N. Spr;nger #] 406 E. Hester •• 
919 W. Sycamore 408 E. Hester • 
404 1/2 S.University 208 W. Hospital ,,,2 
334 W. Walnut ,,,3 210 W. Hospital#] 
402 1/2 W. Walnut 212 W. Hospital 
404W. Willow 903 S. Linden 
ll#i1=0mJ61WJ@ 515 S. Logan 906 W. McDaniel 
408 S. Ash 908 W. McDaniel 
504 S. Ash ,,,3 *" 400 W. Oak #2 * 
502 S. Beveridge#} 402 W.Oak,,,1 
506 S. Beveridge 402 W.Oak,,,2 
514 S. Beveridge #l 514 N. Oakland 
602 N. Oakland 
6299 Old Re. 13 
' For Your Manr. Friends ... 5 bdrrns@ 420 S~omore, 
Furnished, Cenlral i\ir, Woslier/0ryer. ONLY 155.00 ppm 
• The Mall's Next Door to ~is 3 bdrm Ovclex @ 1257 Walnut . 
Cenlro! Air, Big Yard. ONLY $194.00 ppm ' 
• Like New Off Giant Citv Blacktop ... 3 bdrm Deluxe ore 
nearly new with leases sforting &om $225.00 ppm 
• Room for Two ... @ 1004 N. Carico. Extras ore Standard but price is 
ONLY$215.00PfX11 
• A Single Won't Be Alone ... I bdrm D.tplex All utilities p:iid at 
ONlY $315.00ppm 
Apartment Bargains 
• NEXT TO MEADOW RIDGf...Campus Square 
2 Bdrms, washer/dryer@ $260.00 ppm 
*MINUTES FROM THE REC ••. Vail 2 Bdnns are fully 
furnished, waler included, remodeled and just $225.00 ppm 
• LOOKING FOR A DEAL? 2 bdrm Hickory Glade . 
in Desoto offers washer/dryer hook-ups, ju~t $170.00 ppm 
•NEED A CARPORT? lease al Country Club Apartments. 
Energy erficienl 2 bdrms for $197.50 ppm 
'StilNot&msfied? 
C.Olusfurp.rrSf-E.22loome«op:1m! 
-· '\Noodruff 457 .. 3321- ~~IMana ement 
402 1/2 W. Walnut 
820 1/2 W. Walnut** 
404W. Willow 
504 S. Ash #J ** 
502 S. Beveridge#} 
506 S. Beveridge 
514 S. Beveridge #2 •• 
305 Crestview 
104 S. Forest 
120 S. Forest 
507 S. Hays 
509 S. Hays 
511 S. Hays• 
513 S. Hays• 
514 S. Hays 
402 E. Hester • • 
406 E. Hester ** 
· ,408 E. Hester* 
208 W. Hospital ,,,2 
210 W. Hospital#] 
, 212 W. Hospital 
610 S. Logan ** 
507 W. Main #l 
1514 N. Oakland 
,' 6299 Old Rt. 13 
504 S. Washington 
/ 5C6 S. Washi:J&ton 
300 E. College • 
305 Crestview 
406 E. Hester -ALL 
208 W. Hospital-ALL 
507 W. Main #l 
402 W. Oak E & W 
600 S. Washington 
®tiMNWN!Flft 
208 W. Hospital-ALL 
406 E. Hester-ALL · · 
402 W. Oak E& W 
402 W.OakE& W 
''tt:::f ''flhd>xtNCtft:Rrt-'' ::at 
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PRINTING 
• PRESS/.~ w/web o;q,erience for 
=ioncl evening we,[ Camero and 
,!ripping e,q,. helpful. Reply lo box 
115 Daily EAYPtion. 
BARITNOERS, PREFER FEMALE, will 
train. Al,o needed BOUNCERS. 
Exc,,llent cav. HURLEY'S 982-9.d02. 
BABYSITTER FOR 2 GIRts, Rcxible 
:"o~ c'.i 9'at:.ai need traMpOr-
1HEAllHY, RB.IABU:, HONEST 
'WORKER,~ chance lo learn basic 
•home n,pair ,kill,, ccll 529-5881. 
-~) 
COMl'IETE RESUME SERVICES 
Student Di,oounll 
DISSERTATION & lHESIS 
PKOOFREADING & EDmNG 
~tit~1l;w~r 
4S7-5655 
MASSAGE TiifRAPY located wi!h Eu-
ro peen Ton, 529-3713, liceosed 
MossoA• Theropi,t Mo0025831. 
APARTMENT M0VIR, END OF 
SEMESTER SPEOA!., YO'JR Si\JFF IN 
CHJCAGO OR SUBURBS, $195, .5A9· 
27.1.3. 
AFRICAN & FRENCH BRAID. Ortf .iyle 
)'DU wont. Alfordohle end prole,sion· 
ally done, fur appoint coll .5A9·7100. 
PROFESSIONAl HA!R BRAIDING, 
well done, ~1i,f,xtion gvorcn!ce-, co!! 
for appoinlment at .549-7024. 
STEVE TiiE CAR DOCTO!! Mob~e ,ne-
chanic. He makes house coll,, .ol.57· 
7984 er mobile .525-8393. 
Test Anxiety? 
Do you freeze ipi nm out of time, 
know you could have done belle!"~ 
Test YourBe51 
You can stay colm, remaiP fc. 
cused, promote recoil end finish 
te>b! Dr. Davi,, Rhd. ccn help us-
ing deep relaxolion, de,en,iliza-
tion, guided imagery, and hypno-
~~-




ATTRACTIVE & WIWNG TO TAU: 
1·900-328-3211 EXT 5878 
$2.99 per min Must be 18 yn 
Serv-U 619-6.d5-B.d3.d 
c~!rfc~~ j:~~c:r c!;j;;~u~;; 
smell da,ses, excellent 1eodicrs. low 
tuition. Terms begins June 16. fer in· 




I f b.X<1PLL~b.X•LL'°2v'b.X¥LLL~AX~ 
L L 
L C0'1'f§'R']l.'T1.1L'AC1'10'NS to L 
; 'lficofe Petreust"' 
X 
GUYS! GIRLS ARE WAITltlG TO TAU: • 
9e,vafie1•ed" tv 
':Brian 'DoFwicf, /J.X TOYOUIMI 1-900-226·8101 ex! L 




~RAll>~A 1'N~ 5ENf\VR$ 
OF s,~MA Pv 
Dan. Bark.er 
.J~-.,.J,i ~~e-uch"!'~n 













Kev,-~ .cJ ,-es 
Eric Wolters 
JOHN Ci{V\vf 
CQNCGRA ,YLA TVONS! 











by lliko Peters 
11,e; REFRIGERATOR 
LIGHT l~N'T ON! 
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hy Garry Trudeau 
by Frank Cho 
GloO YOU COULD JolN 
UJ, "JlloElW~ 
/ 
l'M GlilP 1o 




Lunch Specials Mon-Sat 11 :OOam-3:00pm · 
Alc!lhtlollcwing!Jmch Pl,".,rs ind--=!<: Cm R!ngocn.Frie<llli::e al!d clloi:tcf SO"?(Esg Dro;,,Hollnc!Soor,orW0:i1on; 
Free Crab Rangoon 
\Vilh Purduse of any Dinner Menu Item 
A1,All?,Yoi'Fl:an1Eat~ 
<~i'.,'.i snow1ttr afi";?'-9 
$ i2 ?~ S~la·;·~a:· 
-:' P,r:im-e~Rib,>!-
'.Oinlleri'.' .. ' i>' 
$12 ~ncl. Salad Bar 
Lunch Buffet 
11am-3pm 
7 days a week 
~ 
Friday, May 71 1999 ... 8:00pm 
at Shryock Auditorium on the SIU Campus, Carbondale 
Free Question and Answer· Session 
w/ Cris and Tret • Thurs. 3:30 pm 
Lawson Hall • Rm 161 
Ticlcet Prlces:,General Admlssion·$15 
_ · ·· Students/Seriiors/Chlldren:s10 
_-·Tickets on S:3le at the Shryock Auditorium Box Office 
.• · All Se'lts Reserved . · . . 
Charge by pbone 618-453_0ARIS (278) 
All Proceeds to Benefit SIU Women'.$ Studies 
!J - Satur<!a11 I! . 
: S1Jn<fa9 










'I" per perSon 
C~ren (, t 
un<!er -free 



















TO~N-·_m~_,.,. __ ,_,  ,. ____ ,, L[i··-• __ ;•: __ ,,.:-__ . __ o_n __ 1vs ___ 2r: 
,_,·,,•,:· ~~
. ·- .. - ,. .. ;_ ; ,:.,. ~; V!)\0,!J [JU 
tthe QBHttdmate lr!)ds~o Party! 
$1.15 corona 0 S1.15 C;JP't Morgan 
$1 CD Bloml_e Ale 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
SPORTS 
Simmons still learning 
to play the NFL game 
in those three months." CHRIS LEBARTON 
THE BAOOER HERALD Those 90 days he's refening to 
consti1u1es the NFL's off-season, or 
MADISON, Wis. - Tony what should be the off-season if you 
Simmons is a smart man. aren't Tony Simmons. A workaholic 
Sure he has a degree in construe- more than ever, Simmons is a dedi-
tion administration and is working catcd disciple of Pats coach Pete 
toward a master's as we Sj>"...ak. But Carroll, whose increased conditions 
he knows the game, and how life ing ioad has some Boston sports-
works now that he's been pulling · writers drawing comparisons to 
down receptions for the New Panis Island, And the No.theastem 
I::ngland Patriots for a year. boot camp has already had some go 
Everything's business. AWOL, including Simmons' elder 
'There were a few old acquain- counterpart, Terry Glenn. The for-
tanccs," Simmon~ said, casually mer Buckeye has had :an aversion to . 
joking about the well-wishers ·and off-season workouts since making 
old biology classmates that just the jump to the NFL, and though he 
recently found the Chicago native's has agreed to follow the regimen, he 
number. "I kind of expected it, but I refuses to do so on New England's 
also knew h'Jw to deal with it. l' time. 
have my close mends, and I know But· per usual, at least for 
who really cares about me. The Simmons, it's all business. 
other people I don't really pay mind "Honestly, I don't care when he 
to." works out as long as he does the 
And. as unhappy as it makes the work," •aid Simmons, whose off-
ever-smiling Simmons to say so, he season load consists of conditioning 
hardly has time for anyone, much and weight training that begin 
less his mends. To listen to bright and early at 5:30 a.m. "I'm 
Wisconsin's career leader iri•receiv- just an early bird, l have to get up 
ing touchdowns (23) and average and get things done. I can't wait 
yards per catch (20.J), life in the fast around for everyone to do t)leir 
lane is just that, and ii takes a little thing." Simmons is one of a cast of 
getting used to. young players praised by Carroll for 
"It's ·tough right. now, because their work ethic in the off-season. 
I'm away from everyone," He and small group, including fel-
Simmons said. "Besides my team- low second0year guys Harold Shaw 
mates. I only have two or three and Tebud.-y Jones, as well as fifth-
friends up here and that's it. year veteran Chris Slade, would 
Whenever I go back to Wisconsin begin their workouts at the same 
or Chicago, people want to ~nd time the first editions of,The Boston· 
the whole week with me, but I can Globe were hitting the street. 
• really only spend a couple hours. Sound like the lifestyle of a 
You j_ust can't really visit everybody wealthy inan? :•rm not a rich man," 
Simmons quipped. 
"I have to go to work like every-
one else, and this is my 9-to-5 job. 
People think you have all this 
money and time to spend it. But as 
soon as you get it, there are the taxes 
and the expenses. And the people 
that know me know that I am · a 
tliri fty spender. I'm really just-a col-
lege kid with some money. But I'm 
not rich." 
.... l'lonetheless; Simmons has been 
afforded thc?opportunity to ease the 
burdens for the people who shoul-
dered his for so many years -
namely his mother. Fcir the woman 
that so dutifully instilled grace and 
dedication in her son, the least 
Simmons could do was return the 
favor- and with interest. 
"I bought my mom a house and 
a car, and she's gonna retire;• 
Simmons said. "She's my role 
· model. She worked three jobs and 
raised me well. I always wanted to 
help her more, but I couldn't get a 
job since I was on scholarship. And 
I worked in the summers, but I still 
· got to live free at home. She had to· 
pay the bills and keep us fed, and 
she did that But I can take care of 
herno-N.'' 
And still the one-Hne cracking, 
ordinary guy he was in Madison, 
with. the same generous heart and 
the same genial personality. Just as 
his mends and confidantes always 
knew him to bt.:. 
'"There's no way he's gonna 
change," saic" Henry Mason, 
Simmons' former receivers coach at 
UW. "He's a tremendous worker 
and_ a student of the game." 
You want resultsr 
You need the D.E~ 
S:J6a3:JU.· · 
Crei hton 











LOOK, what I 
foundu. 
Northern Iowa 
· Illinois State 
Game 11 
Sun.,5p.m. 
• Gilme3L-.-__ _ 
Ftl..5p.m 
. Wichita State 
\ 
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Fifth,year pitcher's work ethic .makes him one of the most respected pl.fiyers on the team 
MIKE BJORKLUND 
DAILY EGYPTIAN REroRTtR 
"When I first saw Piazza as a 
freshman, I thought to myself this 
guy is basically going·to be some-
All it took was one inning for where from a five to eight or nine 
SIUC pitcher David Piazza to earn kind of pitcher," Callahan said. "He 
· the resp.:ct and admiration of his doesn't throw hard. his breaking · 
teammates for his entire career. · . ball is not sharp, but the ir.ore and 
. The fifth-year. senior only com- more I was around him. the more 
phed 15-18_ record in his four years · and more I was impressed with hi~ 
as SIUC pitcher, so how can one abilities." · 
Year:Senlor 
Age:23 
Po,i~or ,: Pitcher 
Hometown: Aurora, ll 
(W""l,gcnlf,ghSchooli 
Year G GS ;:G H BB SO W L SV ERA 
::9s,::·:11,:.~:-1~:::•·o.' u.o,::JL 19;_';H,: • 9-· 13 1,. 2, o. 6.oo 
r.~Lr:/h:.-1:·d,: ,,~?1:At".~::dh ~L 1~ . g L b. -~~ . 
::;;-.,,:{~·,·l{· ··L-t-~-,!~-~~di•~ ~--1g J :· ;-,-8 t~ 
=·-63··-A3·-·9·~:2·· 367 232-~iet• 108··;83 15 20 2 6.8-4 
inning_ compensate for a mediocre Ahh, Piazza is saved· by the 
collc:giate career? same work ethic that Callahan &,lobbi..-.mot.0o;,Egyp1<n 
!he answer is simple - work strives for in eac.'i of his players. walk away from here setting any Piazza is dest:ned for a strong future 
. ethic; Piazzaisaleaderonandoffthe typeofrecordsasfarascareerwins as an accountant if he applies the 
·. Pi~ suffered an elbow injury field. While his collegiate career has . or for career strikeouts but ihe mo~ same mentality he shows on the 
.m April of 1997, but he vowed~ been cut short by elbow injuries the •.. andrriore im:1rve bee~aroundhim. mound. 
i:cover. ~m. surgel)'. in time to past three seasons, he has continued~; the- more. and more I've grown to.- "I'll tell you. what. if he would 
pn~h one mnmg dunng the fmal to ~w as a leader in ~e _dugouL_ respect him." Callahan said. ever decide to go into coaching or 
scnmmageofthefallpreseasonfive . Itiytobealeader, Piazzasmd. Piazza's hard work and dedica- gointocoachingatthecollegelevel, 
mon!115 later. "I ti)' to keep the guys' _nJoral~ up! tion has led to another accomplish- he would be a very, very good coach 
I_'iazza mac!e the go~ become and ti)' to~., ~verythmg gomg m ment. Next June, he will graduate at the high school level," Callahan 
~ity. the dugout. I- hke 10 ti)' to help from i,IUC with a degree in biolog- said: "And if he .paid his dues, he 
'When he went out- there, our everyone: out, too. I've been here a ical sciences and accounting. could go on to be a very, very good 
player.; gave him ·a standing ova- while, so I know what the coaches "l!ve kind of come to terms with pitching coach at the collegiate 
tion,"_ Callahan s~d . • :•1 thought it expect. If I see something, I'll Jet the fact that I know I won't play level." 
was kinq of touchmg. them know." · after here," Piazza said. "Sometime Piazza is 3-5 with a 5.99 ERA in 
T~e out. Did Callahan just say So forget about breaking all-time down the road· I'd like to get into 11 starts this season. Unfortunately, 
touch1_ng_? · marks at SIUC, Piazza was not built · co:!ching.'' Piazza, who has been hampered by 
This 1s the same man who two for that. He is here to provide lead0 • Coaching is usually the next step elbow problems, will not be travel-
years earlier had doubts about the 6- ership. for players who don't adyance to the . ing with the team to Lincoln, Neb., 
foot-1 inch Piazza. ''You know he's not going to · big leagues. B_ut unlike others,. this weekend. 
Temple: Kentucky is ducking_ Owls 
JERRY TIPTON time. They don't want to play us. I can't get in they've got to be very diplomatic," he said. 
KNJGIIT-RIDDER NEWSPAPERS their hz.ids and know why." · · · Jeff Hundley, associate executive director of 
When contacted Wednesday, Snyder did not the· Sugar Bowl, refused to confirm or deny 
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Did the mighty Cats act back down. "The bottom line is Kentucky did Snyder•s·assertion that Kentucky vetoed Temple 
like 'fraidy Cats? . not want us as an opponent," he said.· as an opponent. 
Temple officials said this week that the UK Director of Athletics C.M. Newton and "We're not interested in getting anybody 
. school expected to play Kentucl--y in a revived Smith were out of town Wednesday and unavail- upset or having a.-iy hard feelings about this," he 
Sugar Bowl Classit basketball double-header .. able forcommenL said. 'There's been a ton of excitement from 
this coming season in New Orleans, But Brooks DQwn_ing, UK's associate director of ·. Kentucky people. We've got travel agents from 
Kentuck-y vetoed the Owls as an opponenL media relations and media contact for basketball, Kentucky talking to us about package trips.·· 
· < . "Kentuck1• refused to play us," Associate denied that the Cats refused to play Temple. When asked wf1ich version of events was 
Athletic Director Lynn Snyder told the "We do not decide who we compete against," accurate, Temple's or Kentucl--y's, Hundley said, 
Philadelphia Inquirer on '.fuesday. 'They don't he said. '-'I don't know where (Temple's) coming "I'd rather not speak directly." . 
want to play us, which was very disappointing to from. It's inaccurate." · · Hundley did ·say Kentucky was consulted 
us, and to 1he Sugar Bowl." When told of Downing's denial, Snyder about Temple. 
Noting that UK starting center Mike Bradley chuckled. · "In the end, after consulting with all parties, 
and reserve guard Ryan Hogan intended to trans- Snyder suggested a call to organizers· of the · inclµding television and sponsors and our group 
fer, Temple Coach John Chaney speculated that Sugar Bowl Classic doubleheader, which will be and Kentucky, we felt Missouri was the way to 
Kentucky did not wa.-it to add a top-level oppo- played D_ec. 30 in · a new arena next to the go. . 
nent like the Owls to next season's schedule. · Superdome in New Orleans. "And it would help us adhere to our original 
"I guess (UK Coach Tubby Smith) lost a cou- But Snyder predicted· that Sil gar .Bowl offi- mission, which was to put together a conference-
. pie. of players," Chaney said. "He's got a tough cials would not. speak candidly. 'Tm sure challenge format." 
BJORKLUND 
continued from page 24 
thing - baseball is a sport. . 
• Will the swimming and diving teams cap-· 
ture the MVC crown next season? Probably, 
but the question is will anyone read about it. 
The lack of fan support is partly because of 
poor public relations work and partly because 
swimmers have such a diverse following. The 
swim teams deserve more credit than they. 
receive, but I did my part. · 
• Are the St. Louis Blues going to advaqce 
past the Dallas Stars in the NHL Playoffs? · 
Hold on, I need to catch my breath because of 
all the laughter. They have the same odds of 
advancing as the Kansas City Roy:.ls have of 
finishing the season .500. 
• How will the SIUC baseball team replace 
seniors Joe Schley, Jason Frasor, Adam Biggs, 
David Piazza, Brad Heuring, Donnie Chester, 
Brian Phelan, Rusty Gibson and Dave 
Condon? Cal, this year's team was special; 
wasn't it?Too bad it had to tum out like this. 
• Will there ever be another Shandel• 
Demond ).lichardson? Oh, I a!ready pointed 
this out. I figured he·s so infatuated with won-
dering if anyone was going to remember him, 
that it was only fitting to tell him we haven't 
forgotten him just yet. · 
• Is SIUC a big time University? I hope so. 
I really would hate to think that I sold my 
soul to a second-class program; Besides, it's 
fun when people ask me what a Saluki is. 
Hell, I've been a Panther, a Regent. a Flame 
· and.went to a school that.did not have a 
sports pro1;Tam, so it really can't get any 
worse. 
• And finally, will ~ere ever be another 
Will Hatfield, Bobbi Shamhart. Dana 
Dubriwny, Mikal Harris, Nicole Cashaw or 
Sara Bean? These DAILY EGYPTIAN staffers 
made the EGYPTIAN what it is today - one of 
the best _college newspaperS in the countiy. I 
wish them all the best, they deserve it. 
:Uefore !"end this column I really want to 
thank Dan Callahan, Julie Beck, Mark 
Kleumper, Rick Walker, Dave Ardrey, Brad 
Iftner and Sonya Locke. Without your 
patience I wouldn't have been able to learn 
how to grow as a reporter. 




The Counlrq Companies offer 
insurance discounts for high school 
and college students who maintain a 
B or better average. Ask for details 
on all our money-saving discounts. 
Call to sec if you qualify. 
lul>Cd by Commy Mutu,I lzuu=ce Company. me of 









100b WfMain St 
(across from Schnudt's) 
457-6371 
Fax 854:· Per Page 
Copies 8 112 x 11 
5$ 
~PS • Fed Ex • US Mail 
5tudent5 Going. Home 
for the Summer... · 
We can ship your 
packages for you! 
BOYes (all slzes) 
+ Packaging Sup pf ies 
BEST PR.ICES & SERVICE 
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"We take great pride in our 
results & reputation!" 
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Major League Baseball 
Orioles 4, White Sox 2 
Dc,·il Rays 5, Royals 4 
-Jll5ide: Hard-working Dave Pia:;-a gains respect 
from his teammates anc'. coaches page 23 
Inside: Missouri Valley Conference Softball 
Tournament bra,~kct page 22 
Before you all 
go, just a few 
final thoughts 
Well here it is ladies and gentlemen, 
the most anticipated column in the 1998-
99 school year. For almost all of my read-
ers. this comment will make little sense, 
but for people inside the quaint DAILY 
EGYPTIAN newsroom, it's true. 
MIKE 
For the past week. 
I have been bad-
gered by every 
member of th<' 
sports desk and by 
a few reporters on 
what mv column 
would be about, 
which I add is the 
last of the Eve 
sports reporters. 
BJORKLUND At first.every-
one was skeptical 
SPORTS REPORTER t~Js ~r~~;~~e 
upun a time."' and 
"Bm, feel that Carbondale." But they 
were catchv little stories and were wrinen 
to rntertairi' more than to be journalistic. 
Sl1 l fiuure<l instead of telling a story 
or giving you, the reader, a top 10 list 
t<><lav. I h,1ve compiled a list nf 4ues1ions 
!i.lr )'.nur remling pleasure. l kn,Jw this 
column will not "'infnm1" you of anything 
vou haven't knl'wn alreadv. hut let's have 
iim one more time this s.:ri1cster. ~hall we. 
• Just curious. has anyone ~en 1he real 
SIUC basehall tcani'.' If so. can you tell 
them that I'm re;;lly )r,oking forward to 
gning to Wichita. K:in .. in two weeks for 
the .Mis:;ouri Valley C()nfer.:nce 
Tour.mmem. 
• rm not a gambler or anything. but 
what are the ex.Ids of the Saluki football 
team surpassing three wins next season'? 
No comment from me. l'm still upset 
about last season's overtime loss to 
Illinois State University in Normal. 
• In response to the story Paul 
W]eklinski wrote rc!!ardinl! the softball 
team's lack of reasonable fucilities, I 
guess 630 wins in the last 32 seasons is 
what it takes for a University 10 renovate 
a depleted ballpark. 
• Will Kent Williams be the next 
· Monte Jenkins? And will next year be the 
sc,l~on the SIUC basketball team puts 
Carbondale hack on the map'! Coach 
Weber is doing a grealjob. The people of 
SIUC admi1e you, and you're headed on 
the right path to the promised land. 
• \Viii there be another Shandel 
Demond Richardson? I don't think so. 
Shandel is one of a kind, and the person I 
thank for turning mic, into a decent 
reporter. I'll miss you S.R. One more 
SEE BJORKLUND, PAGE 23 
.. .. -: .. : 
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D.iily Egyprian file phnro 
Jaymie Cowell knocks o bunt down the first base line. The left fielder is one of six SIUC players who 
were named to the all-Missouri Volley Conference teams Thursday. Pitchers Carisa Winters and Erin 
Slremsterfer are on the first team, while right fielder Jen Feldmeier, catcher Brook Hattermann, center 
fielder Morla Vielhuas end Cowell are on the second learn. 
Two softball players are 
named to all~MVC first 
team, while four are 
placed on second team 
CoREY CUSICK 
DAILY EGYMlAN REl'ORTER 
Six members of the SIUC softball 
team were named lo the all-Missouri 
Valley Conference teams.Thursday by 
the lea~e office. 
Saluki first-team members are 
junior pitcher Carisa \Vinters and 
sophomore pitcher/designated hitter 
Erin Stremsterfer. 
Senims Jen Feldmeier {right field), 
Jaymie Cowell (left field), Brook 
Hatterrnann (catcher) and sophomore 
center fielder Marta Viefhaus were 
named to the second team. 
\Vinters ( 18-10) led the Valley in 
r.trikeouts (253) and saves (5) for a 
second-straight season, while she is 
tied for second in wins and ranks fifth 
in ERA ( I .40). 
Stremsterfer, an at-large selection. 
is batting .309 this season with eight 
home runs and 27 RBIs. 
In MVC action. Stremstder hit :1 
solid .410. On the mound the 
Manchester. Mo .• native is 15-8 with a 
l.31 ERA and 150 strikeouts. 
Feldmeier earned her third-straight 
second-team honors after leading tht> 
Salukis in hit, 149) and r.inking third 
in battinu (.28U). 
Feldmeier recently tied the SIUC 
ull-time hits record wi1h Bl-cky Lis 
{221). 
Cowell finished the regular season 
with a .3 I 6 avcra2c and six home runs 
and 20 RBIs in onlv 98 at bats. In her 
• last 18 2amcs, Co{vell hit !i\'e home 
runs and is baning .326. 
Hattermann threw oul 32 percent 
of base runners attempting to steal on 
her lhis season ( IO-of-31 ). including 
scv~n of the last 11. 
Hallennann has anchored the 
Saluki pitching staff, which leads the 
Valley in ERA ( 1.40). good enough 
for 201h in the nation. 
Viefhaus,,vho broke the SIUC all-
time home run record, as well as the 
single-season record this year, leads 
the Salukis with IO home runs and 30 
RBIs to match her .293 
a\'erage. 
Winters. Strem~lerfer and Saluki 
head coach Kay Brechtelsbauer arc 
also finalists for !he league ·s specialty 
awards, which will be announced this 
morning at the MVC Softball 
Tournament Awards Brunch, in 
Wichila. Kan . 
Winlers is a finalist for the Pitcher-
of-the-Year award for the second-
straight year. while Stremsterfer is a 
finalist for Player-of-lhe-Year award. 
Brcchtclsbauer is among three 
finalists for Coach-ot:the-Year honors 
for the third conseculive year. 
